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Chapter 1: Introduction

Study Purpose and Methods
The City of Roseburg recognizes the value of the Mill- Pine National Register Historic
District and the need to encourage preservation as a vital part of its community fabric.
Located southwest of downtown, the Mill- Pine neighborhood represents a significant
part of Roseburg' s history based on its development around the timber industry and
railroad.  Through preservation of over 100 historic district resources,  the City can
ensure Mill- Pine's ongoing contribution to housing, tourism and economic development
opportunities that shape the future of the community.

In order to address needs within the Mill- Pine District, the City hired a consultant team
to complete a master plan.  Under the direction of an Ad- hoc Committee, this work
entailed evaluation of neighborhood infrastructure and historic resources as the basis

for recommending new residential design guidelines. Specific projects and planning-
level cost estimates were also developed to promote district- wide improvements over
time.   The resulting master plan will help guide alterations to historic structures, and
recommends improvements needed to develop a functional and historically- compatible
streetscape with stronger connections to schools, shopping and recreation.

Report Organization
The Mill- Pine District Master Pian is organized in two volumes:

1) This Master Plan report including the following chapters:
1.  Introduction

2.  Inventory
3.  Master Plan

4.  Implementation; and

2) A separate Background Document containing summaries for Ad- Hoc Committee
meetings and public workshops.

Key project elements and methods include:

Inventory
The consultant team completed a physical inventory of the district, including streets,
sanitary sewer, water, and storm sewer facilities.   Physical infrastructure, zoning and
historic properties within the district have been mapped, as indicated in Exhibit B,

Master Pian and Inventory.

Project Management Team and Ad- Hoc Committee
The City Manager appointed a Project Management Team  ( PMT)  and an Ad- hoc

Citizens Advisory Committee ( CAC) to guide the 12- month project. The PMT includes

representatives from City departments; the Douglas County Building Official; and the
Oregon Department of Transportation ( ODOT). The Ad- hoc Committee includes eleven

neighborhood and local representatives from: the Mill- Pine Neighborhood Association,
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Chapter 1; Introduction

the Historic Resources Review Commission, the Economic Development Commission,
Rose Elementary School,   Umpqua Dairy,   Umpqua Community Development
Corporation, City Council, and the Planning Commission.  Please refer to the complete
list on the " Acknowledgments" page.  A fist of Ad- Hoc Committee meeting agendas and
summaries are included in the Background Document.

The consultant team developed the following vision, goals and guidelines for the Mill-
Pine district, which were endorsed by the PMT and the CAC and used to develop the
master plan.

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District 2 May 27, 2010
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Chapter l: Introduction

Vision Statement

The Mill Pine neighborhood is a valuable historic and community resource with
a past and future that should be recognized through its preservation,

enhancement and integration within the City of Roseburg' s economic, cultural
and community development plans."

Goals and Objectives

Goal 1. Enhance Neighborhood Quality
Objectives:

A.  Promote public and private property maintenance and pride of ownership
to ensure a well- kept, quality neighborhood.

B.  Provide incentives that allow owners to enhance,  rehabilitate,  and

preserve their homes.

C.  Encourage projects that enhance livability and provide access to parks,
shops and schools.

D. Create design guidelines and standards that allow historic- compatible

additions and rehabilitations, balanced with energy efficiency and modern
building code criteria.

Goal 2. Create an Inviting and Active Streetscape
Objectives:

A.  Improve sidewalks and crossings, and plant street trees to make Mill- Pine
safer and more inviting for pedestrians and bicyclists.
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replace chain link fence identification sign

Figure i- Pine Street improvement Concepts— District Entry View South
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Chapter 1: Introduction

B.  Provide for livelwork options and services by supporting Limited
Commercial ( C- 4) zone, as allowed by the current Comprehensive Plan
Land Use Map designation, or Conditional Use Permits, as allowed by the
Land Use and Development Code,  for limited professional office and
neighborhood commercial uses on the fringe and possibly within the
district.

C.  Consider traffic calming features to slow speeds and to buffer homes
against traffic noise and visual impact, including truck traffic.
Figure 1. Pine Street Improvement Concepts— District Entry View South

Goal 3. Ensure a Great Neighborhood for Working Families
Objectives:

A.  Enhance maintenance of buildings to provide improved living standards
for local residents.

B.  Create policies that assist owners in achieving higher levels of owner and
renter maintenance.

C.  Maintain Mill- Pine' s heritage as a working neighborhood, and a safe place
to live and work.

D.  Connect Mill- Pine to nearby activity centers by providing safe routes to
schools, support for local commerce, and improved parks and recreation.

E.  Work with adjoining neighborhoods, uses and activity centers to improve
the image of the greater Mill- Pine neighborhood.

Goal 4. Address Boundaries and Outside-of-District Influences
Obiectives:

A.  Consider where appropriate district boundary changes could be made.
Invite the State Historic Preservation Office ( SHPO) to this discussion

early on in the process.
B.  Consider buffers,   including land- use/zoning amendments to ensure

compatibility between residential and commercial/ industrial uses.
C.  Monitor traffic alternatives through other City venues, providing District

input where appropriate.   Alternatives could include such potential as a

Portland Avenue bridge to 1- 5; alternative routing for Umpqua Dairy traffic
if the rail yard relocates; and improvements along Stephens, Pine, Mosher
and local streets.

Goal 5.  Preserve the Historic Character of the Mill-Pine District
Obiectives:

A.  Develop local incentive programs that would promote the rehabilitation of
residences. Distribute information about other federal, state, and

incentives available for property owners in the District.
B.  Sponsor and/ or conduct training workshops on preservation and

rehabilitation practices including such items as how to rehabilitate historic
windows and siding.

Noll- Pine National Register Historic District 4 May 27, 2010
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Chapter 1: Introduction

C.  Continue educating the residents of Mill- Pine, local builders, architects,
and contractors about the importance of historic resources and

appropriate preservation techniques.

D.  Provide development standards that will maintain site, setbacks, and

traditional lot coverage to help preserve the traditional neighborhood
streetscape character.

E.  Continue to update the architectural and historic information on each
building on Oregon SHPO Inventory Forms.

e
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replace chain fink
fenceit
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r

widen parking strip to match oppnAite
side of street and add street trees

replace cracked and

uneven sidewalks

Figure 2- Mill Street Improvement Concepts— View South

Public Workshops

The project included a public workshop held on June 10, 2449. The workshop was attended by
approximately 30 citizens, who provided interactive input through a Visual Preference Survey
ranking out-of-district slides to get a sense of likes and dislikes) and Small Group Sessions to

discuss master plan design elements_   Please see the Background Document for complete
results.

Visual Preference Survey
The Visual Preference Survey presentation included a slide show review of images from other
communities.  The images were used by participant' s to rank how they felt certain elements
would or would not fit into Mill- Pine.   The images were broken into categories such as

landscaping,  fencing,  additions and remodels.   An example of public discussion on two

additions" is given in Figure 3.

mill- Pine National Register Historic District b May 27, 2010
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Chapter 1: Introduction.

Additions Slide # 4

w Comments:

ra. a Too many additions
Not good for Mill- Pine

r

I
r

Additions Slide # 7

Comments:

Nice garage addition

Garage set back from home

nicely

Good match on panel garage
doors and windows

r

Figure 3- Example Visual Preference Surrey—Public Comments

Results of the Visual Preference Survey helped the consultant team to understand local
preferences — a key element used to develop the Historic District Residential Design
Guidelines, Exhibit D.

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District 6 May 27, 2010
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Small Group Work Sessions
Following the Visual Preference Survey, workshop participants were divided into five
small groups with a project team member assigned to each group to facilitate
discussions.  The groups met at

individual stations with base

reaps showing historic properties
and zoning for use in discussing lip

t.'       

tr_

and sketching preferred
2"• 

p" kat%9C= ts°'`
1 adjarcm to

improvements and needs for the

district.  Each group then shared
their ideas to arrive at some

common themes under the

following categories:    
rnfarmidPn klv7k drtlnC¢lcd I
dat. 4Y ic{nsri" nd`xs a[ gn       -

ex danser m o naasf: a: Un

rldr Of MM Mai AWN uen

Land Uses Figure 4- Pocket Park Concept
4-  Gateways and Signs Location to be determined)

I Gathering Places
Traffic; Parking and Pedestrian (Nays

4-  Street Treatments: trees/ landscaping; fences; sidewalks
k Homeowner Maintenance Needs

Other Ideas

Aggregate input gathered at the

workshop included:
Gathering places could be as
simple as a few benches in

key locations along the
planting strips
Crosswalks are needed on
Pine to align with the three

crossings on Stephens to

improve safe access to

shopping and school
Traffic calming and Figure S- Alley Wall Planting Concept

pedestrian safety via curb
IndusirialAreaBufer)

extensions or" bulb- outs",

particularly at new crosswalks

Street trees to buffer traffic noise and help calm traffic through " visual narrowing" of
Pine Street

Truck traffic can circulate behind Dairy, but it is not feasible to route half of the
primary Burke Avenue traffic to Sykes— best to route all via Burke.

Dairy trying to limit Mill Street truck trips and focus all on Burke

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District 7 May 27, 2010
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Chapter l: Introduction

Truck parking buffers to include plantings to soften jersey barriers
District boundary adjustment to alley discussed
Speeding on Pine and bicycle safety are key concerns
Pedestrian crossings on Pine are needed

Park needs can be met by improving access to school grounds
Consider former car dealer site on Stephens for a park?
Increase funding resources for homeowners
Increase regulatory control to protect district
Concerns about industrial use and impacts; increase buffers
Increase fence and hedge height limits from T to 4' for dogs
Address drainage concerns at alleys

Enhance park opportunities in district for children
Add pedestrian crossings

Preservation of Mill-Pine is a community effort
Need to decrease traffic speeds on Pine

Consider a traffic signal at Pine/ Burke to assist pedestrian crossing and truck access
to Dairy
Enhance pedestrian links to parks: Micelli; future Portland Bridge
Consider use of vacant lot(s) for a park

Consider TGM study recommendations for traffic changes; including three lane
commuter use of Stephens with no parking and returning two-way traffic to Pine
Dairy expansion and trucks using Sykes and Mill is a concern
Traffic is the key issue
Alley access between Mill and Pine should be improved ( many on Pine use only
alley access)

Address back yard drainage issue by creating " V" drainage in alley sections
Crosswalks on Pine are needed; consider flashing lights or signals
Long term plan needs to focus on getting trucks out of Mill- Pine

Small group sessions provided valuable input to draft master plan concepts, including a
packet park ( Figure 4) and industrial area buffer ( f= igure 5), and others discussed in
Chapter 3.

Second Public Workshop
A second public forum was held on December 8, 2009 to solicit public feedback on the
draft plan.  There were approximately 15 to 20 citizens present,  including Ad Hoc
Committee members, the Mayor and two City Council representatives.   A summary
slideshow and copies of the draft plan were presented.    The following general
comments were made.  Please also refer to the Background Document for a workshop
summary.

Draft Plan Comments:

Generally, the public was pleased with the document, although some wanted the
product to further address neighborhood traffic concerns.

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District 8 May 27, 2010
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Chapter l: Introduction

There were concerns raised that the project simply listed projects — something
needs to be done about traffic sooner than later.   It was explained that the plan
provides a basis for seeking grants to implement improvements,   including
pedestrian, auto and truck- related traffic improvements outlined in the plan.

Consider additional traffic calming measures on Pine Street, including potential use
of textured crossing surfaces for any new pedestrian crossings.
Consider additional traffic calming measures on Mill Street, including potential for
four- way stops at intersections as part of a future traffic engineering analysis.
A concern was raised that the potential district boundary changes could be
detrimental to the district.

The Design Guidelines were referenced as being helpful to neighbors and the City
for review of historic alterations.

The consultant team and staff thanked the group for their input, indicating that additional
traffic calming ideas would be incorporated in the draft, which will be presented to the
Historic Resources Review Commission prior to being scheduled for adoption hearings
before the Planning Commission and City Council.   Citizens and Ad Hoc Committee

members were encouraged to attend adoption hearings to be held early in 2010.

Plan Adoption

Based on the input received from two public forums and the work done by the CAC, the
draft Plan was reviewed by the City' s Historic Resource Review Commission, receiving
their endorsements.   A Public Hearing was then held by the Planning Commission,
forwarding a recommendation for consideration by the City Council.  On April 26, 2010,

the City Council adopted Ordinance No. 3444, adopting the Mill- Pine National Register
Historic District Master Plan land Design Guidelines.

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District 9 May 27, 2010
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Chapter 2: Inventory

Codes, Infrastructure and Historic Inventory

Zoning and Historic Resource Code Review
The Mill- Pine District includes primarily multi- family zoning, with industrial zoning on its
west edge, and small areas of commercial zoning on and adjoining corner lots on its
east edge, east of Pine Street.  In summary, there are no rezoning recommendations
resulting from this study, but some code update considerations are given in Chapter 4,
Implementation.

The team reviewed the Historic Resource Codes, entitled " Site Review for Registered
Historic Resources

Land Use and Development Ordinance":  Chapters 1  ( Definitions)  and 2  ( Historic
Review).   There are no major substantive changes required,  however,  some code

observations and potential "housekeeping" revisions are included in Chapter 4.

A majority of the project focus was placed on the creation of Residential Design
Guidelines ( Exhibit D), to better guide alterations, additions and demolition of historic
structures within the Mill- Pine district.  These guidelines can be a stand- alone product
for use by the City, the Historic Resource Review Commission, and residents -- from

early plan formation to formal reviews and determinations on historic property review
applications.   Guidelines are organized in sections and appendices so that each will
function as a hand- out that will address the specific needs of local residents.  The City
could adopt the guidelines as a tool for use by the Historic Resource Review
Commission, and only codify key elements as appropriate in future code updates after
the guidelines have been " ground- tested".

Background Documents

The project team reviewed the following background documents in order to understand
the district, its policy content, and other planning influences in the vicinity.   A review

summary is given in Exhibit C, Plan and Code Review.

International Construction Code 2007/ 2008

Roseburg Master Downtown Plan 2000
Roseburg TGM Outreach 2007
Waterfront Task Force Recommendations 2007
Capital Improvement Projects 2007108

Roseburg Strategic Plan 200712012
Parks Master Plan 2008

Roseburg Transportation System Plan 2006
ODOT Highway 138E Corridor Solutions Study, 2006 to present
Roseburg Area Comprehensive Plan 1984
Land Use and Development Ordinance 1982, updated 2008
Historic Districts ( LUDO Chapter 2) 1982, updated 2008

Roseburg Water System Master Plan
City of Roseburg/ Douglas County Drainage Master Plan

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District 10 May 27, 2010
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Chapter Z: Inventory

d RUSA Master Sanitary Sewer Collection System Pian
DEQ Phase 2 Municipal Storm- water Program

Significant Findings from this review relevant to the district include:

Some building codes conflict with historic preservation, but code exceptions can
be applied, particularly for minor alterations.
Downtown Master Plan includes development standards and guidelines; and is
used by staff to evaluate exterior alteration and guide public improvements.
The TGM plan is visionary, but the two- way traffic concept on Stephens and Pine
requires additional traffic study and the idea is controversial.
Waterfront Task Force envisions waterfront, parks and paths, Mill- Pine all tied to
downtown.

Capital Improvements Plan calls for pavement overlay for Stephens and
pedestrian crossing to schools.
Strategic Plan includes a goal to study links from Mill-Pine to downtown and the
waterfront.

Parks Plan shows a future pedestrian link via Sykes Street alignment to
waterfront.

TSP 2040 to 2025 ( pop up 7%; jobs up 14%); Pine Street ( collector) at 8, 000

ADT; forecasts signals on Pine and Stephens at Mosher Street; proposes new
bike lanes on Mill Street and a new multi- use path along the waterfront;
designates Pine and Stephens as freight routes.

The Comprehensive Plan ( 1984) did not show Mill- Pine as a National Register
District;  however,  the Historic Preservation Element does contain Goals,
Objectives and Policies that encourage and support the process.  These

objectives were implemented by the adoption of Land Use and Development
Ordinance standards including establishment of the HRRC,  leading to the
nomination of Mill- Pine as a registered district.

Land Use is mixed for Mill- Pine, including single family, multi- family, commercial
and industrial.

Historic Districts should consider` minor alteration" permits over the counter.
ODOT Highway 138E Corridor Solution Study — the only alternative that could
directly impact District( Portland Bridge), is not recommended for further study.
No major infrastructure improvements are planned for Mill- Pine at present; but

improvement needs have been identified, and some are subject to further study.

Y Note that storm-water issues related to poor alley drainage were raised
during the study, and alley improvements are recommended.

Y This study also recommends a number of infrastructure improvements,
including curb and planter,  sidewalk,  street tree,  buffers,  crosswalks,

potential traffic signal, and a possible pocket park.

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District 11 May 27, 2010
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Chapter 2: Inventory

Zoning and Infrastructure
A base physical inventory map was created for study purposes.  Exhibit B, Master Plan

and Inventory includes an inventory of existing zoning and infrastructure ( water, sanitary
and storm sewer).  Major findings from the physical inventory process include:

Buildings and sites are above the base flood elevation.

Streets are in fair condition, but some sidewalk upgrades are needed.

Water System Master Plan update is underway; but no known deficiencies.
Sanitary sewer system is in alleyways, with no known issues.
Storm system appears to function adequately, but no treatment is provided,

The team followed- up on subsequent reports about drainage issues due in
part to alleyways contributing to high water in rear yards,  primarily
between Pine and Mill streets.   Ailey and drainage improvements are
recommended.

Truck traffic and noise are major neighborhood concerns consider traffic
calming.

These concerns result in a number of traffic calming and traffic control
recommendations.

Historic Resources

The historic inventory summary map in Exhibit B includes historic resources, compatible
and non- contributing resources, and vacant property.  Major findings from the inventory
process include:

Historic resources are contributing  ( primary and secondary), compatible,  non-

contributing, and vacant.

Y Primary contributing resources( homes) date from 1904 and prior.
v Secondary contributing resources date from 1901 to 1927, and include

those from 1900 or prior that have been significantly altered.
Total historic resources ( primary and secondary contributing) = 116

Compatible resources are homes built after 1927 that are considered
compatible in scale and design to the historic resources in the district = 46

9 Non- contributing resources were constructed more recently  ( generally
commercial/ industrial) buildings that are not compatible with the residential

character of the neighborhood = 12

The total number of homes/resources per the above inventory ( 189) does
not match the total number of parcels in the district because in some

cases more than one structure/ resource exists on a lot, and because 15

parcels are vacant.

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District 12 May 27, 2010
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Chapter 2: Inventory

District boundaries are to be reviewed as part of the study.

Y Some potential boundary changes are recommended for further study to
remove industrially-zoned or vacant property from the western and
southeastern edges of the district, respectively.  Please refer to Exhibit B,
Master Plan.

Concerns about erosion of the district buffer through a boundary change
can be addressed through conceptual buffer improvements, such as the
concept shown to add plantings to the alley wall between Mill Street and
Short Street.  See Figure 5.

Mill- Pine District Observations

Mill- Pine contains more than 100 contributing historic resources,  including homes
shown in Figure 6. The project team recorded their general observations of the district,

including loth its resources and site context:

Worker' s houses are mixed with larger" foreman" houses
Cottage versions of ltalianate, Queen Anne, Classic Box, & Bungalow styles

Most of the building alterations are to siding and windows
Most of the development took place from the late 1890s to the 1910s
Standard setbacks, alleys, narrow lots, parking strip, & garages exist

Not very many street trees
Front and side yard fences are common, including some retaining walls
There is very little infill development
Some demolition has occurred over the last 50 years

I IF

4  _  L
6r

f

r

y

Figure 6- Mill- Pine Historic Housing Resources
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Chapter 3: Master Plan

Master Plan Elements

The Mill Pine Master Plan ( Exhibit B) reflects the input gathered through the process
outlined in the previous chapters, including extensive input from the PMT, CAC and the
public.   The plan is a general and stylized representation of major constraints and
opportunities to improving the district.   This chapter details plan elements within the
master plan,  including conceptual drawings offered throughout this report,  and

preliminary ( planning- level) cost estimates detailed in Exhibit A.   Funding sources are
outlined in Exhibit D, Design Guidelines, Appendix E, Incentive Programs.

Constraints

The Mill- Pine District is physically defined by the heavily traveled one-way Pine and
Stephens couplet to the east;  industrial land anchored by the Umpqua Dairy and
railroad ( and the Umpqua River) to the west; SE Mosher Avenue to the north; and the
near terminus of the Pine/Stephens couplet to the south.  Its history of development as
a working neighborhood serving rail and industrial development have placed the
neighborhood tightly within this high traffic context.  While Mill Street and a majority of
the side streets experience typical local traffic, truck traffic that is focused primarily on
Pine Street and SE Burke Avenue is detracting from the neighborhood livability.   These

high traffic areas are shown as barriers to pedestrian and vehicular circulation in the
master plan.

Opportunities

The plan includes many opportunities for improving the Mill- Pine district, all of which are
designed to meet the neighborhood vision in Chapter 1.  Major elements are shown on
the Master Plan, including details in perspective view.  Other selected perspectives are
provided in Chapter 1 and throughout this Chapter to assist in describing key
improvement concepts.

Gateways

The primary district gateway is experienced traveling southbound on Pine Street at
Mosher Avenue.   There is an existing district entry street sign located one-half block
prior, but no other real indication of arrival.  The exception is found via a descriptive

wooden Mill- Pine Historic District sign located in a yard several blocks south on the east
site of Pine Street.     Figure 7 offers several gateway and district identification
improvement concepts that can ensure a distinct sense of arrival and an improved
image for the Mill- Pine District.
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Figure 7- Pine Street at Mosher Avenue— View South( District Entry)
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Chapter 3: Master Plan

Pine Street Improvements

Several highly visible improvements are recommended to strengthen the primary entry
along Pine Street:

Streetscace

Y Relocate District Entry Sign.  This street sign style entry sign should be moved
from its location half a block prior to the district entry; and relocated in the planter
strip just south of Mosher Avenue.

Y Street Light Banners.  The street is lined with standard cobra head street lights.

Proposed street banners can be attached to the street light poles to create an
improved pedestrian scale and to further establish a Mill- Pine identity.   Exact

dimensions and an appropriate district image or logo will need to be created.

y Street Trees.   Many of the existing street trees are dead or dying.   New street

trees should be planted consistent with the City's approved street tree list.  Exact

species and placement will need to be determined.

Y Fences.   Front and corner side yard fences are inconsistent, and should be

replaced with district- compatible wooden picket or wire loop fences which meet
the clear vision requirements of the Land Use and Development Ordinance.

Preliminary cost estimates recommend funding assistance to help homeowners
replace fences and paint homes as needed,  but these are ultimately the
homeowners' responsibility.

Traffic Calmine

In addition to support for the " visual narrowing" of the SE Pine Street by new street
banners and street trees, residents of the Mill- Pine neighborhood indicate that current
traffic patterns on SE Pine Street are one of the most significant concerns for the
neighborhood.   This includes volumes,  speeds,  and types of traffic users.  As the

southbound couplet for Highway 99 the potential for any major changes will required in-
depth evaluation. Changes in the economy,  new projects and programs,  and other

factors such as the current assessment of Highway 138E corridor could affects future
traffic use.  While some short term measures are suggested as a part of this Master

Plan, a full traffic analysis is likely needed to identify if there are practical and workable
long term solutions.  A range of potential traffic calming measures to be assessed could
include, but is not limited to:

Y New Crossings.  Establish pedestrian crossings on Pine Street to facilitate safe
pedestrian access to shopping opportunities on Stephens Street,   Rose

Elementary School, and neighborhoods to the east.   Curb extensions or " bulb-

outs" can provide greater visibility of pedestrians waiting at curb side. However,
the opportunity to provide curb extensions to further calm traffic through physical
narrowing of Pine Street is not possible without impacts to the existing, required
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bicycle lanes. Alternative safety measures,  such as lighted side or overhead
crosswalk signs for one or more crossing will require careful consideration to
ensure safety is not compromised due to a false sense of pedestrian priority
where crosswalks are not signalized.  The public requested consideration for
textured paving to alert drivers about the location of any new crossings.  It has

been suggested that new crosswalks align with three existing crosswalks on
Stephens, but final design and location is to be determined through further study.
The location of any future crossing should be prioritized to better accommodate
direct access to Rose Elementary School aligning with the existing crossing at
SE Stephens Street and Burke Avenue.   ADA ramps will be required at new
crossings.

r New Street Section.   The Pine Street section includes two southbound travel
lanes and a designated bike lane on the west side.  Solutions to calm traffic could

be expanded if a new street section is considered to allow greater curb- to- curb
width and blub- outs that do not interfere with bicycle lanes.

New Traffic Signal.   Installation of a new traffic signal on Burke and Pine is

suggested to improve pedestrian crossing of SE Pine Street, and to better define
truck ingress/ egress. This improvement requires additional study and must meet
new traffic signal warrants.

This is not an exhaustive list nor inclusive; some of the suggestions may not be practical
or comply with other regulations or standards.  However,  if the City should elect to
pursue a traffic analysis its purpose and goals should be to look at ways to reduce

safety concerns and improve the livability of this historic district.

Truck Access Gateway
Trucks entering and exiting the Umpqua Dairy typically use Burke Avenue southbound
via Stephens or Pine.   There are reports of truck traffic from this and other users on

other local streets within the district; however,  Burke Street is the designated truck
access route.   Ideas for strengthening the appeal and use of Burke Avenue for truck
access include:

y New Traffic Signal.   Consider locating the new signal discussed above at the
Pine/ Burke intersection.     This would give greater access preference and

opportunity for trucks,  in addition to calming traffic and providing a signalized
crosswalk location on Pine Street.   Further study is required to determine the
need or" warrant" for a new signal and its ultimate location.

Burke Avenue Improvements.   Improved planting strips and street trees would
assist in defining the Burke Avenue gateway, and would give a measure of traffic
calming to the truck route.  The planting strip has been narrowed on the south
side, and could be extended into the travel lane to help improve this gateway.
However, the street width should not be narrowed until a long- term strategy is
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developed to determine a viable alternative for re- routing trucks to avoid Mill-
Pine.  In the near term, new street trees can be planted on the north side of the
street where the planter strip is wider.

Mill Street Improvements

Improvements for Mill Street are envisioned to be a subset of those discussed for Pine
Street, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8- Mill Street— View South

Streetscape.   New street trees, replacement sidewalks and historic- compatible
fencing are proposed along Mill Street.

Wider Planter Strip.  The use of alleys for vehicular access and street trees are
neighborhood attributes that should be encouraged to improve Mill- Pine

consistent with its historic character. The historic east side planter strip along Mill
Street was reduced from a 5' width to 1. 5' to provide for on- street parking. Re-
establishing a wider parkway could accommodate street trees,  and may be
accomplished under several options:
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Option 1, Install curb bulb-outs or relocate curb:

Option 1A.  Add planter bulb- outs for street trees at intersections,  thereby
maintaining parking bays and existing travel lane widths ( Figure 9).

CiURB " i:3ULB- OUT"       
a
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r
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PLANrM STRIP AND
ACCESSIBLE CURS

AND PLANTER
w

NZ

figure 9- Mill Street Gurb Bulb-cuts

Option 1B: Relocate curb 3. 5' into the travel lane on the east side and provide
reserved emergency vehicle parking bays or  " pull- outs"  where needed to

compensate for narrowed travel lanes.  Both of these options will have some

parking impacts, and both offer traffic calming by narrowing the street.   This

could reduce local speeds,  and may discourage truck travel on Mill Street.
Shared use of travel lanes by bicycles is acceptable on local streets, so bulb-outs
would not binder bicycle travel. Because bulb- outs and pull- outs are modern

street elements,  SHPO consultation is recommended.    Final design is also

subject to engineering review for the most feasible and practical design solution.
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Figure 10- Mill Street Curb Relocation

Option Z Relocate curb west and into travel lane:
Widen parkway ( planter strip) into existing travel lane.  This option would result in
no parking on one side of Mill Street.  Although improved alley access should
eventually decrease on- street parking demand, residents have voiced concern
over potential loss of parking.  This option is similar to Option 1 B above ( Figure
10), with parking on one side so no emergency parking bays are required.

Option 3, Relocate curb east within existing right-of-way:
Improve the street width within the existing 60' right-of-way.  This option requires
the east side curb and sidewalk be relocated further east in order to maintain

standard travel lanes and parking on both sides of the street.

Traffic Calming.  In addition to potential parkway improvements, the public asked
for consideration of possible new four-way stop controls on Mill Street as part of
a future traffic analysis.
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District-wide Improvements

Improvements throughout the Mill- Pine district are recommended, including:

Sidewalk Replacement.    There are many examples of cracked and aged
sidewalks throughout Mill- Pine.  The preferred method of replacement is district-
wide,  but the cost is prohibitive.   The more likely scenario is replacement of
sections of sidewalk per block or property frontage.  Due to the shorter coursing
of the original sidewalks ( less than the 5' coursing typically installed today), a

consistent and historically compatible sidewalk course length is recommended.
Sidewalk improvements and cost estimates assume ADA ramps at all

intersections.  The residential of Mill- Pine District may wish to take on this project
and work to identify independent funding sources that could allow for sidewalk
replacement on a larger scale than the current lot- by- lot process.

r Street Trees.   In addition to street trees along Pine and Mill, new replacement
street trees should be considered along all district side streets.  However, caution

should be taken with species selection and spacing to minimize an excessive
amount of vertical elements without horizontal relief_

y Street Cap Signs.   Many historic districts include street cap signs to signify the
location of intersections within the district.  These signs are recommended as a

cap on top of existing street sign posts.

Alley Improvements
The existing alleys in Mill- Pine are very active, and contribute considerably to the form
setbacks) and circulation within the district.  For properties directly fronting Pine Street,

alleys present the most useable,  and often the only vehicular access to homes.
Improved alley access will help maintain the district' s historic character by keeping most
vehicles behind facades, and will help to avoid unwanted curb cuts on primary streets.

The alley located between Mill Street and Short Street defines the primary division
between industrial and residential use.  Also, district alleyways serve as utility corridors
and must be maintained.   These alleys are sometimes used as shortcuts by non-
residential traffic.  To reduce this activity it may be appropriate to give consideration to
acceptable traffic calming measures such as speed bumps or limited access signs at
the alley entrances.

To better serve the neighborhood, the following alley improvements are recommended:

Y Pine/Mill Alley.  The alley located between Pine and Mill serves significant local
access needs, and has been identified as contributing to local drainage issues on
private property.   The alley is proposed for paving in a " V-shaped section to
convey runoff directly to the stormwater system located in neighborhood streets.
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MilllShort Alley.  The alley separates industrial and residential uses, and includes
a tall screening wall for a majority of its length.   Recommended improvements

include installation of a curb and plantings within a 3' buffer to allow climbing
plants to buffer the wall and enhance aesthetics.  The wall would be fitted with
sections of trellis- type wire screens to help support new plants.  This concept is

subject to available right- of-way and/ or negotiations with adjoining land owners
primarily Umpqua Dairy) for buffer allowance.  See Figure 5.

Pocket Park

Input from the neighborhood and public clearly indicate a need for some form of a
gathering place.  Ideas range from a few benches to a usable park.  The master plan
indicates this need,  but does not identify a location for the use.   Figure 4 gives a
concept for a small pocket park that could accommodate a kiosk with information about
the district, such as walking tour maps or a place to post information about social
events.  Relocation of the existing wooden district sign from the private yard on the east
side of Pine Street to a preferred public or park location is also recommended.

Although there are several vacant, opportunity parcels within the district, further
work to establish an appropriate location, acquisition and design is required to
achieve a park element. The pocket park concept could range from a simple
easement on a corner lot,  to a larger active park via parcel acquisition.

Homeowner Assistance

Many of the homes in Mill- Pine require additional and on-going maintenance and repair.
Assistance to homeowners should be considered to encourage upkeep and

preservation, including:

Fences and Paint.  We recommend funding sources be researched to establish
homeowner assistance for paint and district- compatible fencing.  The idea is to

encourage any fence replacement to meet the new design guidelines over time.
Any public matching funds made available to assist homeowners would
encourage replacement fencing and needed home painting at a faster pace.

Streamline Site Review for minor projects.  To encourage homeowners to make
minor repairs compatible with design guidelines,  a set of over- the- counter

improvement permits should be considered.   This would cover items such as
minor emergency or foundation repairs, fences,  and perhaps in- kind historic

material replacement( i. e. windows and siding).

Historic Resource Review Commission ( HRRC) policy document.   The HRRC

should develop a policy document to define and streamline the review of minor
alterations within the Mill- Pine District. Minor alterations could include:

1) Replacement of gutter and downspouts.

2) Repairing or new foundation
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3) Replace wood siding with historic in-kind materials
4) Storm window additions

5) Re- roofing
6) New windows with exact duplicates of material, and within existing openings.
7) Other minor alterations specified in writing by Historic Resource Review

Commission.

Preliminary Cost Estimates and Timing
The project team assembled the proposed master plan improvements by timing
priority and developed preliminary cost estimates. Private costs will vary, and many
elements such as sidewalks, street trees and fencing could be completed by forming
a Local Improvement District  ( LID),  which requires landowners to repay a
proportionate share of improvements over time. Public project costs are dependent
on available funds, grants and possible private- share contributions ( LIDs), and are

estimated at $ 1. 2M as shown in Table 1  ( combined engineer' s and architect' s

estimates detailed in Exhibit A).
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Table 1 - Preliminary Cost Estimates and Timing

IP' ru ed Description Unit Cost Preliminary Cost Est.   Notes

Owners Public

Ongoing Seek donations&

j rants
Homeowner Paint 35/ gallon( 12 420 Price varies

Assistance

Paint Labor     $ 4, 000 to$ 8 000     $ 6000 Price varies

Double Loop   $ 1, 042. 101100'       $ 1, 000 See Exhibit A for

Wire Fence installed potential cost

savin s

Wood Picket    $ 1, 488. 051100'       $ 1, 500 See Exhibit A for

1x4) Fence installed potential cost

savin s

Wood Picket    $ 1, 983. 051100'       $ 2, 000 See Exhibit A for

2x2) Fence installed potential cost

savings

Streets Sidewalk 451s re yard varies       $  360, 000 Grant or private
Repair x 8, 000 cost share/ consider

LID

Subtotal varies      $  36000 Ongoing
Short Term

District Entry I.D. District     $ 1, 750 x 2 3, 500 New stone or wood

Signs on Pine and signs; savings if

Mill Street reuse existing

at Mosher or replace with

simple

street sign. style

Pine Street Street light      $ 350 x 12 4, 200

Banners Banners

Historic Logo Mount atop     $ 175/ intersection 2,450 Seek CLG/ SHPO

Si n Cads street si os x 14 installed funds

District Assumes N/ A 0 Staff to coordinate

Boundary City staff with

Adjustment lead SHPO

Pine Street As a first 8, 000 x 1 8, 000 Staff to coordinate

School phase to installed with Public Works

crossing traffic subject to further

calming on review

Pine Street

provide a

crossing that
will serve as

access to

Rose

Elementary
School
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Subtotal 18, 150 Typically 1 to 5
years

Mid Term

District- wide Street Trees     $ 250 x 285 ( @ varies       $   71, 250 Extends long term
30° o.c.  

Pine Street Directional      $ 350 x8 2, 800

Truck Sips Truck Sins

Alley drainage 15' concrete    $ 179 x 1, 500 varies       $  268, 138 Yard/ foundation
improvements w/ drainage i linear feet drains

may also be needed
Subtotal 342, 188 Typically 5 to 15

years

Long Term
Mill Street Mill curb 82/ 1inear foot x 122, 369 Bulb- outs or 60'

Parkway relocation 1, 500'   ROW

Build- out increases

costs

Traffic Crossings:       $ 8, 000 x 5 ADA 40, 000 Lighted

Calming ADA ramps ramps crossings will add

and striping     ( 3 crosswalks) costs

Traffic Signal New Signal Subject to further

Location 250, 000 x 1 250, 000 City
TBD stu&

Burke Street curb 15, 750 Delay until truck re-  i

relocation       $ 35/ linear foot x route alternative

450'     achieved

Short Street Alley Wall      $ 32/ linear foot x 38, 400 Easement required

buffer 1, 200'

Pocket Park Kiosk& 14, 347. 69 14, 348 See Exhibit A; land
district si_  costs not included

Subtotal 480, 867 Typically 15 to
20 years

Project varies      $ 1, 201, 205 Engineer+

Total Architect

estimate
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Plan Implementation
The Mill Pine master plan is designed as a living document.  It includes a number of

useful plan elements and recommendations: some are readily useable, while others
require refinement and implementation over time.  Key steps and responsibilities for
master plan implementation are suggested in Table 2.

Fable 2 - Mill-Pine Master Plan Implementation

Plan Element  _   Next Steps Lead: Participants Reference
Plan Adoption PMT/ CAC/ PC/ CC Consultant: City&     Master Plan

review CAC Document
Design 1. Adopt guidelines&      City:       Appendix D, Design
Guidelines initiate use for HRRC/ MPNA/ PC/     Guidelines

Public hand- education and HRRC    ! CC
outs review;

HRCC review 2. Streamline site

and reference review for minor

guide projects;

Codification 3. Field test; and

4. Select key
elements for

Codification i

Private Program City:       CLG SHPO funds
Improvements*      development and HRRC/ UCDC/  UCDC

Paint public/ private funding MPNA/ Property programs/ funds
I

Fences options Owners Private donations
paint)

Appendix B, master
plan

Appendix D,     i
incentives

Public Further City Public City: PWC/ HRRC/     Appendix B, master

Improvements Works MPNA plan

Signs and input; funding; design Appendix D.
Banners and construction incentives

Street Trees
Traffic

Calming
Traffic Control

Sidewalk

Repair

Crosswalks

District Consult with SHPO to City: HRRC/ CC/       Appendix B, master
1

Boundary initiate process SHPO/ impacted plan

Amendment f owners SHPO

All private property improvements and maintenance are the property owner's responsibility.
The plan recommends the City explore private/ public funding options to encourage and
leverage private investment in Mill- Pine where feasible through grants and incentives.
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Participants Key:
City = Appropriate City Departments SHPO = State Historic Preservation
HRRC = Historic Resource Review Office

Commission PC = Roseburg Planning Commission
MPNA = Mill- Pine Neighborhood CC = Roseburg City Council
Association PWC = Public Worms Commission
UCDC = Umpqua Community
Development Commission

Recommended Roseburg Land Use and Development Ordinance Updates and
Amendments

The consultant team reviewed Chapters 1 ( Definitions) and 2 ( Historic Review) of the

Roseburg Land Use and Development Ordinance ( LUDO) and Chapter 2. 22 ( Historic
Resources Review Commission)  of the Roseburg Municipal Code.    The following
general amendment comments are followed by recommendations for revisions to the
LUDO ( Table 3) and the Municipal Code ( Table 4) to add clarification and better protect
historic resources in the Mill- Pine District, and elsewhere as applicable.

General Comments:

Add Historic Resources" to the definition section in Chapter 1 of the Land Use and
Development Ordinance.

Refer to Chapter 2. 22 Historic Resource Review Commission somewhere in Section
2. 3.300 to correlate the two together since Section 2. 3. 300 does not have the

Purpose, Duties, Process for Designation and Organization of Commission stated.
Establish separate sections for Exterior Alterations,   New Construction,   and

Demolition, and Moving Resources.
Change references to historic building or structure throughout the ordinance to say
Historic Resource"  to be more inclusive  ( buildings,  sites,  districts,  etc.)  and

correspond to the definition section.

Cite and specify the Design Guidelines ( as pertains to the Mill- Pine neighborhood) in
ordinance as another tool for Commission review.

Review City of Hood River, Oregon' s historic ordinance.
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Table 3 - Recommended Revisions to LUDO Chapters 1( Definitions) & 2( Historic
Review)

LUDO Chapter Section Title Recommended Revisions
Chapter 1 Definitions Add:  Historic Resources( more inclusive in
Section 1. 090 reference to the historic ordinance)
Definitions Historic District
Chapter 2 Special Additional Site Last sentence in paragraph:
Section Review for Registered Consider changing to _..... intended to allow
2. 3. 300 Historic Resources the City to review" alterations, additions,
Historic demolitions, and/ or new construction"      i

Review proposals at the time...... for exterior work
oniv.

Section Exterior Remodeling or Consider changing title to:
2. 3. 350 Alteration of Historic Exterior Alteration to Historic Resource

Structures

Exterior Remodeling or Consider changing references to historic
Alteration of Historic structures to historic resources to be
Structures consistent with definitions ( and more

inclusive

Section JDemolition of Historic Consider a separate subsection that reviews
2. 3. 375 Structure or New Nese Construction, and another subsection

Construction of Historic entitled Demolition and Relocating of
Sites historic Resources
Demolition of Historic Require posting in newspaper and on house
Structure that a demolition permit has been issued.

Require documentation prior to demolition

or relocating-at least photographic
documentation and archive in appropriate
re osi museum and/ or City).

Section Demolition of Historic Create a new section for New Construction
2. 3. 375 Structure or New separate from Demolition). Consider adding

Construction of Historic a section for new construction that defines
Sites what that encompasses:

1) New building on same lot as historic
resource; OR

2) New structure or building in a designated
Historic District.

Section Guidelines for Exterior Consider changing title to: Guidelines for i

2. 3. 400 Alterations of a Historic Exterior Alteration of a Historic Resources

Building
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Table 4 - Recommended Revisions to the Roseburg Municipal Code, Title 2- Government
Provisions:

Chapter Section Recommended Revisions

Chapter Purpose:     I Consider adding to first sentence:
2. 22. 020 Historic Resource Districts, buildings, sites, structures, and

Review Commission object........"

Chapter Duties and A.  ".... alterations or additions to historic

2. 22. 030 Responsibilities resources or in- fill construction in historic

districts or designated properly...."

B.  ".... review of demolition or relocation

permit applications would result in the

destruction of historic resources;......"

C.  ".... significant historic resources;"

Chapter Process for A.  Change references to historic buildings or
2.22. 040 Designation of Historic sites to "historic building, sites, objects,

Resources structures, and districts...."

Last sentence- change "... such buildings or site

to historic resource..."

B.  Change references to historic buildings or

sites to "historic building, sites, objects,
structures, and districts...."

1. Consider changing to:  " Evaluation of the

proposed historic resource through...."

2.   Consider changing to:  Evaluation of

proposed historic resource utilizing ........."

F.  Consider changing:  If any designated
historic resource has been demolished...... the

Commission shall remove the historic

designation."
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Mill- Pine National Harper

Historic District HP Houf Peterson

Preliminary Project List Righellis Inc.

Engineer' s Construction Cost Estimates 29- Oct- 09      - t-. C. f

Project Description Quantity Units Unit Prelim.

Cost Cost

Ongoing

Sidewalk Repair Consistent w/ historic 8000 SY 45 360, 000

Subtotal 360, 000

Short Term

i

District Entry I. D. District on Pine& Mill @ Mosher 2 EA      $ 1, 750 3, 500

Street light banners on Pine

Street 12 EA       $ 350 4, 200

Signs Historic District Cap Signs 14 EA       $ 175 2, 450

School Crossing Buldouts and striping 1 EA       $ 8, 000 8, 000

Subtotal

18. 150

Mid Term

District- wide Street Trees 285 EA       $ 250 71, 250
Pine Street Truck

Signs Truck Directionat Signs 8 EA       $ 350 2, 800

Alley Drainage Center Drainage( 15' Concrete)    1500 LF 179 268, 136

Subtotal 5342, 18$

Lone Term

Mitt Street Parkway Move curb and add planter strip 1500 LF 82 122, 369

Alley Drainage Center Drainage( 15' Concrete)    1500 LF 179 268, 136

Traffic Calming Butbouts and striping for crossings 5 EA      $ 8, 000 40, 000

New Traffic Signal Per City Study/ location TBD 1 LS     $ 250, 000      $ 250, 000

Burke Street Curb One block narrowing 450 LF 35 15, 750

Ailey Walt Buffer/ planter Et
Short Street landscape 1200 LF 32 38, 400

Subtotal 480, 655

Project Total 1, 186, 855

Mill-Pirie National Register Historic District Master Plan Exhibit A
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Mill- Pine National Historic District Master Plan

The following lists existing plans we have reviewed as background for the Mill-
Pine Historic District Master Plan.  For easy reference, they are given in a
summary matrix which identifies key ways in which the plan impacts or governs
the district.  Please feel free to comment on each input and let us know if
additional plans need to be included.

Docurnert Date Relationship to Mill- Pine Historic
Downtown Roseburg 2000     ; A good example ghat sluff finds useful; incudes

I Master Plan development standards, design guidelines and
implementation measures.

Roseburg Outreach 2007 A visionary document that considers relationship of
Project( TGM)  downtown, riverfront and the Mill- Pine District.  Makes

a somewhat controversial recommendation to

investigate 2-way commercial traffic on Stephens and
2-way residential traffic on Pine Street; improved
pedestrian routes and truck routes through Mill- Pine
via Burke and Mosher Streets,

Waterfront Task 2007 Under Cultural Resources, the task force recommends
Force completion of waterfront, parks, bicycle/pedestrian and
Recommendation Mill- Pine master plans; all tied to downtown plan and

TSP.

Capital Improvement 2007148 Item# 11: Stephens overlay from Pine. north to Oak;
i

Projects( CIP)  partly adjoining the Mill- Pine District. Item# 18
Pedestrian Crossing Study for Stephens and Pine
Street to enhance safe` s.

City of Roseburg i 2007 to I Great Neighborhoods, Goal# 2, strategies include
Strategic Plan 12012 neighborhood plans and associations, calling for an

active Mill- Pine Association regarding land use in the
district. A Healthy Economy, Goal # 2 strategies
include a study to link the Mill- Pine District to
downtown and the waterfront.

Parks Master Plan 2008 The plan identifies Micelli Park on the waterf_r_ont

ands
across the railroad from Mill Pine. A bike/ pedestrian
path aligned with Sykes Street shows a future
connection of the District to the waterfront, downtown,

and a new Umpqua River crossing.

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District Master Plan Exhibit G
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City of Roseburg 2046 The TSP incorporates District demographics via TA2s
Transportation 97 and 177.  Forecast 2400 to 2025 growth in
System Plan (TSP)    population ( 633 to 681 = 7%) and employment( 223 to

255 = 14%) is fairly low; with Pine Street remaining as
a designated Collector Street. The plan shows an

existing 8, 000 vehicles per day on Pine Street, and
proposed new traffic signals at Pine/ Mosher and

Stephens/ Mosher; and a new bridge from 1- 5 to
Downtown south of the District. The TSP also
proposes new bike lanes on Mill Street and a new

multi- use path along the waterfront. Finally, Pine and
Stephens are designated as freight routes.

Roseburg 1984 The Comprehensive Plan recognizes the significance
Comprehensive Plan of local cultural resources and their need for

protection under the 1966 Historic Preservation Act.
The plan lists several National Register Properties
and includes a state inventory of Historic Places. The

ti M71- Pine District was not designated as a National
Historic District when the Plan was drafted in 1984.
The Plan lists preservation funding sources, and
goals and policies for implementing the City's
preservation program.

The City should consider amending the
Comprehensive Plan to include the Mill- Pine Historic
District.

Roseburg land Use 1982,       The District is primarily zoned MR- 14, Limited Multi-
and Development updated Family Residential, but includes portions of C- 2,
Ordinance 2008 General Commercial( north, south and eastem

comers"), and M- 2, Medium Industrial ( Umpqua

Dairy at west end). The MR- 14 zone requires a
10, 000 square foot minimum lot sizes for MF
dwellings, and also allows for some professional
office and other conditional uses— these provisions

may help to avoid "tear downs" for desired
conversions.  The C-2 provisions allow a range of
commercial uses; and the M-2 provisions include a
notable provision for 6' site- obscuring fence where
adjoining a residential zone.  Due to the number of
residential properties that do not fully conform to
setbacks or other development standards, the City
may want to consider an overlay to allow compatible
rehabilitation without undue process. This should

include incentives and be structured to favor
preservation over tear down and reconstruction. The

District should also be analyzed to determine if any
changes in zoning or boundaries is appropriate.
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Date Relationshipto

Raseburg Historic 1982,       Section 2. 3. 304 of the LUDO applies to Historic
Districts Ordinance updated Resources. The code has provisions for
LUDO, Chapter 2)     2008 rehabilitation, demolition, and additions to historic

resources within the City,  The code has sufficient
detail on methods of preservation, and includes a" 60
day delay" for demolitions in order to make a good
faith effort to save the resource_  Among other
potential " tweaks", the City may wish to require
recordation of the resource with any demolition
approval. This would include photos and any
available drawings to be filed prior to demolition. Also,
the City could consider specifying " minor alterations"
that could be approved ( without fee) over the counter

i. e. compatible fences; satellite dish locations, in- kind
replacements, etc).  Other possible modifications to

the ordinance{ could include drafting separate sections
for rehabilitation, additions, and in- fill construction.
Ordinance language should be tailored to correspond
to the Secretary of the Interior' s Standards for
Rehabilitation and be coordinated with pending
design guidelines.

Highway 138 2006 to The Highway 138 Corridor Solutions Study is a joint
present i undertaking of the City of Roseburg and ODOT

Region 3. This designated regional highway provides
an important link between 1- 5 and Central Oregon,
including access to Diamond Lake, Crater Lake and
other destinations in the Cascades, The highway
makes a circuitous connection through Roseburg,
bringing freight movement and destination traffic into
conflict with local " mainstreet" functionality. The
NEPA process has been applied, including public
input, existing conditions, no build and build
alternatives analysis and recommendations. Several

alternatives from " no build" with capacity
improvements, to new bridge alternatives with direct
Diamond Lake connections have been advanced for
further study. The only alternative likely to impact the
Mill- Pine District is the Portland Bridge, which would
connect 1- 5 to downtown via Stephens Street— likely
causing more adjacent traffic— was not

recommended for further study.
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Mill Pine Historic District— Roseburg, Oregon
Building Code and Constructablllty Analysis

Summary:
This summary is intended to provide information related to development or
restoration work that could be considered by residents and business owners in
the Mill- Pine Historic District.    A comprehensive study and guidelines for
development in the district is also being prepared.

The Mill- Pine District includes both residential and commercial zones.  One- and

two-family dwellings of not more than three stories are governed by the 2008
Oregon Residential Specialty Code.  Additionally, this code applies to residences
used for family daycare and detached congregate residences.  The 2007 Oregon
Structural Specialty Code ( OSSC) applies to all commercial, retail, institutional,
multi- family residential,  other construction that might occur in the Mill-Pine
District.   Additional regulations including the 2007 Oregon Fire Code and the
2007 Oregon Plumbing Code apply to all development,  but the technical

considerations of these codes are beyond the scope of this study.

The following review identifies conflicts between current building codes and
development that seeks to preserve,  restore or renovate historic structures.

However, it is notable that not all development strategies can be anticipated.
Additional conflicts that are not identified could result from some development
plans that cannot be anticipated.

Some aspects of the historically significant structures in the Mill- Pine District do
not provide equivalent safeguards to the current building codes for the health,
welfare, security of occupants.  Additionally, the Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990 requires barrier removal for all structures accessible to the public.  The

architectural guidelines associated with this Act are incorporated . in to OSSC as
Chapter 11.    In many cases,  barrier removal could be in conflict with the
restoration of historic structures.

Under certain conditions, repairs or other construction may not need to comply
with current codes.   Case-by-case determinations to waive or reduce current
code requirements must be made for the Mill- Pine District by the Douglas County
Building Official.   At the time of individual applications,  the Douglas County
building official will review the project approach and we expect his findings will
reflect the summary of issues presented herein.    However,  in some cases,

application of building codes might allow for alternative methods that still provide
minimum safeguards of the public health, safety, and welfare.

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District Mastgr Plan Exhibit C
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One- and Two- Family Dwellings:

Review of potential conflicts between historic renovation and the 2008 Oregon
Residential Building Code.

Chapter 3 — Building Planning
Foundations of existing structures are unlikely to comply with current loading
requirements, including wind, seismic, and snow loads.  Additions to existing
structures will not likely be allowed to bear loads on existing walls without
improvements to existing foundations.
Exterior walls located within 3 feet of property lines are required to have one-
hour fire- resistant rated construction.    The underside of projections from

buildings requires the same protection when this close to property lines.
Windows and other openings are not permitted within 3 feet of property Imes.
Existing, non- compliant walls are not affected by these requirements.   This
could affect an addition intended to align with an existing wall.   This could

also affect window replacement in walls close to property tines.
R312. 1 Guards.  Porches, balconies, ramps or raised floor surfaces located
more than 30 inches above the floor or grade below shall have guards not
less than 36 inches in height.  Many of the homes in the district have porches
greater than 30 inches above the adjacent grade.   Where guards around
these porches are replaced, they will need to comply with this section.  Repair

of a single section of an existing non- conforming guard may not need to
comply with this requirement at the discretion of the building official.   For

example, if a section of guardrail is replaced between two columns, it may not
be reasonable to require the replacement to be 36 inches high when all other
sections of the rail are maintained, and they are less than 36 inches high.
R312. 2 Guard opening limitations.   Required guards on open sides of
stairways, raised floor areas, balconies and porches shall have intermediate
rails or ornamental closures which do not allow passage of a sphere 4 inches
or more in diameter.   This could conflict with potential design for guardrail
replacement.   Historic guardrails often have larger openings than currently
allowed.

Chapter 4— Foundations

R408. 3 Access.  Access shall be provided to all under- floor spaces.  Access

through perimeter wails is allowed to be 16 inches by 24 inches.  This could

result in a conflict or additional cost to owners who want to align the floor of

an addition with the floor of an existing structure where the existing structure
has a floor too near to the existing grade.

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District Master Plan Exhibit C
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Chapter 9 — Roof Assemblies

R905. 2. 2 Slope. Asphalt shingles shall be used only on roof slopes of 2 units
vertical in 12 units horizontal { 2: 92} or greater.  Some of the porch roofs in the
district appear near to this threshold.  Current construction practices might well
employ the use of a membrane roof system or metal roof on these lower slope
surfaces.   In fact, at multiple structures throughout the district, the porch roof
installation directly below the eave of the main roof is a potential maintenance
problem.   Decay of various stages is visible in the siding adjacent to several
porch roofs.  Flashing at these roofs to wall intersections might also be lacking.
Renovation of porch roofs to match historic conditions could lead to premature
decay of structures or finishes.

Chapter 11 — Energy Efficiency
N3909. 2.2 Historic building.    The building official may modify the specific
requirements of this chapter for historic buildings and require in lieu thereof

alternate requirements which will result in a reasonable degree of energy
efficiency.   The modification may be allowed for those buildings specifically
designated as historically significant by the state historic preservation office or
by specific action of a local govemment This code section has obvious
potential impact on development in the district.
Table N1101. 1 ( 1) provides prescriptive path minimum R- values for various
building components.  Walls require R-21 insulation, which will not fit in a 2x4
wall cavity.  This could impact the alignment of an addition with an existing
wall if both faces required alignment.  There is a potential the AHJ could allow
a lower insulation value, or the development could use a non-prescriptive
path.   Windows must have a maximum U- factor of 0. 35.   This requires a

minimum of double pane glazing, which can make a match to historic window
styles more complicated.

Section NF1115 allows greater maximum Ufactors for alterations.   A U-
value of as much as 0. 65 may be allowed to maintain architectural
consistency with remaining windows.   Even this U factor will require double
pane glazing.

Appendix J

This appendix applies specifically to Existing Building and Structures but it has
not been adopted by the State of Oregon.

Other

Heat pumps are popular for their energy efficiency.    These heating/ cooling
systems include an external component with necessary clearances.  Installation
of this type of unit could impact the historical character of the neighborhood if
placement of the exterior component is not carefully considered.    If energy
efficiency is a concern to the public, then it seems installation of these units
should not be discouraged.

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District Ma er Plan Exhibit C
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International Existing Building Code
In October 2008, State of Oregon Building Codes Division approved Alternate
Method No. OSSC 08- 05, which allows the use of the 2006 international Existing
Building Code as an alternate approach under the provisions within Chapter 34
of the 2007 OSSC.  Many requirements under the IEBC are similar to OSSC, but
the intent of the International Existing Building Code is to " provide increased

flexibility in the use of alternative approaches to achieve compliance with
minimum requirements to safeguard the public health, safety and welfare."   In

many cases, the language in the IEBC is identical to the OSSC.  However, the
existing building code,  in many cases,  adds the language,  "provide...  to the
maximum extent that is technically feasible.   The IEBC applies to all structures
including commercial developments.

The IEBC classifies the work to be performed on a building.   Work can be

classified as repair, three different levels of alteration, change of occupancy, or
addition.    Additional classifications include historic buildings and relocated
buildings.   Generally,  as the extent of the work increases,  the need for the
building to conform to all aspects of OSSC increases.  Repairs are allowed with
no increase in the level of accessibility and, in most cases, with materials equal
to those used on the existing building.   Additions are at the other end of the
spectrum.  They are required to comply with the requirements of OSSC, although
the unaltered portion of the existing building or structure does not need to be
brought in to compliance with all aspects of the OSSC.

Chapter 2 provides definitions.  The definition for a Historic Building is as follows:
Any building or structure that is listed on the State or National Register of
Historic Places,  designated as a historic property under local or state
designation law or survey; certified as a contributing resource within a National
Register listed or locally designated historic district; or with an opinion or
certification that the property is eligible to be listed on the National or State
Register of Historic Places either individually or as a contributing building to a
historic district by the State Historic Preservation Officer or the Keeper of the
National Register of Historic Places.

Chapter 11 discusses specific requirements for historic buildings.   When an

historic building undergoes repair, alteration, or change of occupancy; the code
official can require that a report of the safety features of the building be filed by a
registered design professional.  The report shall describe each feature that is not
in compliance with the provisions of this chapter, and shall describe how the
project provides an equivalent level of safety.

To a large extent, the requirements for historic buildings are similar to repair or
alteration to other existing buildings.  A couple of exceptions are notable:

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District Master Plan Eklubit C
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1103. 10 Guards.  Guards are required to be of the same height as required

for new construction, but openings in existing ornamental patterns shall be
accepted.  Missing elements shall be replaced in a manner that will preserve
the historic appearance of the structure.

1105. 2 Building area.     The allowable floor area for historic buildings

undergoing a change of occupancy shall be permitted to exceed by 20
percent the allowable areas specified in Chapter 5 ( of the OSSC.)

1905. 11 Stairs and Railings.   This section applies to change of occupancy
only.  It does not apply to alterations.  Under an exception, existing conditions
are allowed to remain at stairs and rails for buildings less than 3, 000 square

feet.

Buildings Other than One- and Two- Family Dwellings

Because of the multiple uses and construction materials of buildings occupied by
the general public,  it is impossible to anticipate all of the potential conflicts

between historic renovation and the 2008 Oregon Structural Specialty Code.
Rather, this section will focus on code requirements that apply to all commercial
buildings, and that could affect buildings in the Mill- Pine Historic District.

Chapter 6— Types of Construction

The majority of the existing buildings observed in the Mill- Pine District are wood
framed construction.  The construction type does not alone require fire-resistance
rating for any of the building components.   However, where exterior wails are

less than 10 feet from a property line adjacent to another lot, buildings of every
use and every construction type require that these walls be of at least one hour
fire-resistant construction.  This affects openings, which will be limited in size and

quantity,  or will require fire protection.    Section 704 reviews exterior wall
protection in detail.

Chapter 9— Fire Protection Systems

Fire Protection systems include, but are not limited to automatic fire sprinkler
systems, fire alarm systems, and smoke control systems.  Fire sprinkler systems

have been found to greatly Increase occupant and fire fighter safety in the case
of a fire.  Therefore, OSSC provides many offsets in other sections of the code
for buildings with installed fire sprinkler systems.   Many new and remodeled
commercial construction projects in the Mill- Pine district could consider the
installation of fire sprinkler systems.  Generally, these have little or no impact to
the exterior of the structures that they serve.  Some jurisdictions require above

grade valves on the fire water line that services the building, which can have a
limited visual impact.

MiU- Pine National Register Historic District Master Plan Exhibit C
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Chapter 10— Means of Egress
Section 1093 describes the requirements for guards.  Guards shall be a minimum
of 42 inches high.   Where open guardrails are used, openings shall not allow
passage of a sphere 4 inches or larger up to a height of 34 inches, and shall not
allow passage of a sphere 8- inches in diameter from 34 to 42 inches above the

walking surface.

Chapter 11 — Accessibility
Barrier removal can have a significant impact to the exterior appearance of
historical structures.    The inclusion of accessible elements will come in to
consideration for all commercial projects in the Mill- Pine District.  During the brief
tour of the district, there appear to be some multi- family residential buildings and
some commercial buildings that are noncompliant with current requirements.

Although the building code requires the provisions of Chapter 11 to be applied to
historic buildings,  some special provisions are allowed.    For example,  the

accessible entry may not need to be the main public entry, but at least one
accessible entry is required.  Further, in alterations, the state has recognized that

the cost of barrier removal should not be disproportionate to the total cost of the
planned improvement.  Generally, the cost of barrier removal need not exceed
25% of the total cost of the project.  Conversely, any project considered must put
25% of the project cost toward making facilities readily accessible.    Barrier
removal can include provision of.  accessible parking,  accessible entries,  an

accessible route to altered areas,  accessible restroom facilities,  and other

accessible elements.

Where new buildings are constructed to maintain the historical character of the
neighborhood, exceptions allowed for alterations and historic preservation will not
apply.

Section 1103 -- Site Accessibility begins, " At least one accessible route shall be
provided within the boundary of the site from... public streets or sidewalks to an
accessible entry."  An accessible route consists of walks with slope not greater
than 5 percent ( 1: 20), and/ or ramps with slope not greater than 8. 33 percent

1: 12).   Where a ramp is used to allow slope as steep as 1: 12, handrails are
required at both sides of the ramp.  Consider the example of having two 6" high
steps to enter a building.  This equals 12" of rise, which would require a ramp at
least 12 feet long.  In lieu of a ramp, a platform lift may be allowed by the building
official for only renovations and historic preservation.   This is typically allowed
only when the installation of a ramp is not feasible,  and never for new
construction.    Additionally,  where it is technically infeasible,  slightly steeper
ramps are allowed for small elevation changes of less than 6" ( 1113. 3. 2)

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District Master Plan Exhibit C
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Chapter 11 also requires specific clearances on either side of doors.  In addition
to ramps discussed above,  landings are required of sufficient size to allow
operation of doors from a level area off of any ramp.  At the pull side of the door,
this area will typically be as large as five feet square.  Chapter 10 also limits the

swing of a door over a landing, and could further increase the size of the landing
required.   Provision of power assisted door operators is not required, but can
allow for reduction of clear space requirements in some cases.

Chapter 13— Energy Conservation
Section 1311 allows an alternate method of compliance using a whole building
approach.   This requires a documented simulation showing that the alternate
approach will perform at least as well as a building designed using the
prescriptive path approach.  The generation and review of the building simulation
can involve an independent reviewer, and will likely entail additional effort.

The prescriptive path requires specific U- factors or insulation R-values for each
component of the building structure.   Several prescriptive path variations are
available depending upon the components selected for the building envelope.  In

general, double pane or insulated glazing is required at new windows.  R- 13 insulation is
sufficient at frame wails and R- 19 Insulation is required at roofs.  Occasionally, roof insulation
requirements can make it difficult to align new structures with existing.

Section 1301 — Scope Addresses Historic Buildings:
1301. 9. 2 Historic Buildings.  The building official may modify the specific
requirements of this chapter for historic buildings and require in lieu thereof

alternative requirements that will result in a reasonable degree of energy
efficiency.   This modification may be allowed for those buildings specifically
designated as historically significant by the state historic preservation office(r)
or by official action of a local government. ( See Section 3407. 1)

1312. 3 Additions and alterations.

Additions shall meet all requirements that apply to new buildings.  However,
there are several exceptions.

1.  Additions that increase the floor area of the existing building by less
than 10%, and are less than 1, 000 square feet, are allowed to have

component U factors that are only equal to corresponding components
of the existing building.  This includes glazing.  It is also necessary that
the addition does not change the use or occupancy classification.

2.  Additions with glazing area that exceeds the maximum allowable area
under the prescriptive path may be allowed if several additional criteria
are met.  These include a maximum area of 3,000 square feet or 15%
of the existing building area, a height not to exceed 20 feet, and new
glazing will need to be insulated, high performance glazing.

Alterations to the exterior envelope shall also meet the prescriptive path
requirements of the code.  The most significant exception that could apply to

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District Master Plan Exhibit C
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projects in the Mill- Pine district allows replacement of up to 25% of glazing in
any one wall with glazing equal to the existing glazing.

Chapter 15 — Roof Assemblies and Rooftop Structures
1508.2 Asphalt shingles.  Slope.  Asphalt shingles shall be used only on roof
slopes of 2 units vertical in 12 units horizontal( 2; 12) or greater.  This requirement
is similar to the requirement in the Oregon Residential Building Code.  It presents

similar problems with some of the existing porch roofs.

Chapter 16— Structural Design

Generally, the review of structural design of buildings in the Mlli- Pine District is
beyond the scope of this study.  Each building or proposed addition or alteration
will require a unique design solution.   In some cases, little or no improvement
may be needed.  Other projects could require more extensive upgrades.  Design

requirements for lateral loads have increased since the construction of the
historic buildings in the Mill- Pine District.  Some alterations could trigger a need
to provide additional lateral bracing, but it is common that the additional structure
can be hidden within building finishes.  Although there can be additional costs
associated with structural upgrades,  the impact to the appearance of the
structures will likely be negligible.

Chapter 34— Existing Structures
3403.1 Existing buildings or structures. Additions or alterations to any building
or structure shall comply with the requirements of the code for new construction.

Additions or alterations shall not be made to an existing building or structure that
will cause the existing building or structure to be in violation of any provision of
this code...    Portions of the structure not altered and not affected by the
alteration are not required to comply with the code requirements for a new
structure.

The above section basically defines the philosophy for projects that involve
existing buildings.  The intent of the code is to recognize that existing buildings
are often not as safe as buildings constructed today,  but that complete
replacement of these structures is not always necessary or beneficial.  The code

seeks to ensure that any new work will yield protection of the health, welfare, and
security of occupants at least equivalent to the existing condition.

Pursuant to this philosophy, Section 3406 addresses Change of Occupancy.  A
change of Occupancy is allowed,  but the building must then conform to the
requirements of the new occupancy.  For example, if a single family home were
converted to a dentist's office, the building could require upgrades to meet the
requirements of a B Occupancy under OSSC, rather than the requirements of
Oregon Residential Code,   The building official can allow the building not to

Mill- Pine National Register Historic District Master Plan Exhibit C
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conform to all of the requirements of the new occupancy classification if the new
occupancy is less hazardous than the previous occupancy.

Section 3407. 1 Historic buildings.     Repairs,   alterations and additions

necessary for the preservation, restoration, rehabilitation or continued use of a
building or structure may be made without conformance to all the requirements of
this code when authorized by the building official, provided:
Several requirements are listed.   Again, no modifications are allowed that will
make the building more hazardous.  Additionally, the building official shall seek
the advice of the State of Oregon historic preservation officer.

Section 3410 discusses compliance alternatives for existing buildings.    The
alternate methods described in this chapter could be utilized for repairs,
alterations or additions in the Mill- Pine District.   However, these methods are
related to building safety,   much of which deals with building interior,
configuration, and egress.  We do not anticipate that these aspects will conflict
with the goals of maintaining the historic character of the Mill- Pine District.

F
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Exhibit D

Residential Design Guidelines
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Section 1 Introduction

Purpose

The Mill- Pine National Historic District Residential Design Guidelines  ( Design

Guidelines) included as part of the Mill- Pine master plan provide an understanding of
the history and unique characteristics of Mill-Pine National Register Historic District
Historic District), encourage the preservation of the neighborhood, and promote a

desired level of quality, compatibility, and consideration in future rehabilitation and
development projects within the neighborhood.

The Design Guidelines were created to help owners, renters, contractors, architects,
builders,  City staff,  and the Roseburg Historic Resources Review Commission
HRRC)  in the design and review of new construction,  site developments,  and

rehabilitation projects including additions, alterations, and repairs.   The guidelines

are not intended to eliminate innovative designs but to preserve and enhance
features of the Historic District that are important to the historic character of the
neighborhood.

e

Bird' s eye view of the Mill--Pine Neighborhood c. 1910 ( Douglas County Museum collection No.
GP 7240)

These guidelines illustrate examples of appropriate rehabilitation and design
solutions guided by the principals of the National Park Service' s Secretary of the
Interior' s Guidelines for Rehabilitation ( Appendix B) and provide the basis for making
consistent decisions about the treatment of historic buildings,  landscapes,  and

streetscapes in the Historic District.  The Design Guidelines can be interpreted with
some flexibility in the application to specific projects.

These Design Guidelines do not alter the underlying zoning ordinances or constitute
regulations but complement the mandatory development standards contained in the
City of Roseburg Land Use and Development Ordinance ( LUDO - Ordinance No.
2362).

Goals

Preserve one of the oldest neighborhoods in Roseburg
Reinforce the existing architectural character, integrity, and identity of the Historic
District

Maintain a streetscape that complements the historic buildings and landscape
Promote compatible new construction that relates to the surrounding buildings'
architectural styles, scale, height, massing, bulls, materials, and details

Mill- Pine Design Guidelines 1 May 27, 2010
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Section 1 :   Introduction
Encourage installation of front and side yard features that complement the
Historic District through compatible fencing, paving, and landscaping
Continue to encourage the use of the alleys for automobile access and parking,
and siting of new auxiliary buildings
Stabilize and improve property values
Encourage environmental sensitivity in development and design.

Organization

The Design Guidelines are organized into the following sections.

Section 1 Introduction provides an

overview of the purpose, goals,

organization, interpretation, 

applicability,  and other aspects
of the guidelines. 

k

Section 2 Historic Overview provides an

understanding of the history of
Roseburg' s Mill- Pine Historic

District, an essential component
in creating the Design

j

Guidelines that reflect the

character and development of
the neighborhood.

One ofthe many small Queen Anne cottages in the
Section 3 Historic Districts  &  Incentives Mill-Pine neighborhood ikta retains architectural

provides an understanding of integrity and enhances the neighborhood

the National Register of Historic Places, historic districts, the significance
of Mill- Pine,  the importance of preserving the neighborhood, and the
benefits of living and owning property in the Historic District.

Section 4 Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings sets guidelines for repairing,
restoring,  maintaining,  and rehabilitating historic buildings to ensure
rehabilitation does not diminish the architectural integrity.   Subsections
include discussions of roofing,  siding  &  trim,  porches,  windows and

doors, foundations, and paint colors.

Section 5 Additions provides guidelines for compatibly adding to historic buildings
without affecting the architectural integrity or style.  Subsections include
discussions of setbacks,  location,  size and scale,  designs,  materials,
roofs, dormers, decks, foundations, and landscape features.

Section 6 New Construction provides a design framework for infill construction that
encourages quality design and innovation within the context of the
neighborhood.  Subsections include siting and designing a new building
with consideration of the height, bulk, scale, materials, width, and other

Mill- Pine Design Guidelines 2 May 27, 2010
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Section 1 :   Introduction
design elements such as roofs,  siding,  windows,  and architectural

details.

Section 7 Site Features and Setting encompasses placement of driveways and
parking areas,  use of alleys,  preserving and building garages,  and

retaining old or placing new landscape features.

Section 8 Demolition and Relocation provides a framework for reviewing
demolition requests,  considering alternatives,  and if demolition or

relocation is chosen, documenting the building for archival purposes.

Appendices Appendices provides more detailed information including a glossary,
the Secretary of the Interior' s Standards for Rehabilitation, architectural
styles,  compatible and historic paint colors,  incentive programs,  a

resource list, and an outline of the National Park Service' s Technical
Preservation Briefs.

Interpretation

To aid in the use of these Design Guidelines, the words " should," " recommended,"

and " not recommended" are interpreted as follows:  Guidelines that employ the word
should"  are to be applied as stated,  however,  an alternative measure may be

considered if it meets or exceeds the intent of the guideline.  Guidelines using the
words " recommended" or " not recommended" are not mandatory,  but express a
more or less desirable design solution.

Applicability
The provisions in the Design Guidelines will be used during the City' s Development
Approval process and are applicable to all development within the Mill- Pine Historic
District.  All new construction, additions, exterior alterations, major repairs, site and
landscape features    ( garage,    parking or driveway construction),    and/ or

demolition/ relocation of a building will be subject to review and approval by the
HRRC.

Note: This applies to all contributing and non- contributing properties, and vacant parcels in
the Historic District.  The Historic District as a whole is a significant historic resource, which
can be affected by incompatible design options and new construction.

Exemptions

When in compliance with all other City ordinances, and with the standards and
provisions of the Mill- Pine master plan, the following projects are exempt from the
provisions of these Design Guidelines:

a)    Minor maintenance on buildings and site features such as garages and
driveways that do not significantly alter the appearance or function of the
building or site feature.

b)    Interior remodeling.

Mill- Pine Design Guidelines 3 May 27, 2010
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Section 1 :  Introduction
c)    Landscape maintenance and upkeep, including relatively minor replacement of

plants other than trees to be determined on a case-by-case basis upon
consultation with the City of Roseburg arborist.

d)    Routine roof maintenance and repair.  Roof reconstruction is subject to these
Design Guidelines.

Mill- Pine Design Guidelines 4 May 27, 2010
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Section Z:   Historic overview

Historic Overview

Understanding the history of Roseburg' s Mill- Pine Historic District is
essential in creating design guidelines that reflect the character and
growth of the neighborhood.  The region around present- day Roseburg
was home to Native Americans who lived, hunted, and fished around
the South Umpqua River for thousands of years.   In the mid- 1800s,
epidemics and Euro-American settlement devastated the native

population.   Fur traders,  missionaries, and agrarian farmers pushed
westward into the Willamette Valley and south to the Umpqua Region,

Founder Acro Pose

0
2

In 1851,   Aaron and Sarah Rose purchased

squatter' s rights on land that would later become the
City of Roseburg.     The Rose home became a

stopping point for miners and travelers following the
Oregon- Califomia and Applegate trails to southern
Oregon and northern Califomia.       The small

community of" Deer Creek" grew, especially after the
town Became the Douglas County seat in 1854.
Three ears later,  Rose platted aY p portion of his

donation land claim for residential and commercial

development,  and changed the name to Roseburg.
Businesses were constructed and small dwellings   -,   

Y.
erected to house the influx of people.   This early

5

settlement period ushered in the next era of rapid
growth: the Railroad Era,

ay., J.   
f• '

The Railroad Era
Rose dedicated 10- acres of land for a depot and Mifl Pine neighhorhoodplatsand lots

railroad right-of-way to ensure Roseburg' s place on
the line.  After much anticipation, the Oregon and Califomia Railroad was completed to
Roseburg in October 1872.  When the first train rolled into the community, " Everybody
in town was out to see what all have looked for [ for]  some time,  and a universal
pleasure has been manifested."  Roseburg was the terminus of the line, which further
stimulated growth in the small community.   Rose anticipated the benefits of the new
railroad, and platted another addition south of the original plat.

M

Circa 19111 historic photograph oftypical house types built along Mill Street( Douglas Caun{ v Museum collection. No. CP. 7140)
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Section 3: Historic Districts and Incentives

The Twentieth Century
By the tum of the century, four regular passenger trains and
nine freight trains served Roseburg each day. Downtown

Roseburg prospered as new businesses opened to support
the growing population. The Oregon Brewery and Ice
Company and more planning mills were erected in the Mill - 
Pine neighborhood, providing additional employment for
many of the residents. Despite the other industries and
businesses, over one- third of Mill -Pine residents worked for
what was then the Southern Pacific Railroad. 

The houses built during the first decades of the twentieth
century reflected the influx of people to Roseburg. The

population grew from 3,500 in 1903 to over 5, 500 people by
1912. Substantial brick business blocks began replacing4 l' W__11smaller wooden storefronts in downtown and the

community erected schools, churches, and fraternal halls. --- 
The Mill -Pine neighborhood also grew as a result. The

Aosr(

rfeAmiserfnthe- & I -Pine

ax

style neuses rtr the Me1l Pit°e

Roseburg Brewery and Ice Co. moved into the former

cannery building at the west end of Sykes Street and became another major employer. 

By 1903, half of the lots in neighborhood had either rentals or owner -occupied homes. 
Smaller houses were built on subdivided lots, increasing the density of the
neighborhood, while larger homes were built on " double" lots, designed for the new
Foursquare, Bungalow, and Craftsman style residences. These new house types
emerged during the " modern age" when the automobile made its appearance in
Roseburg in the 1910s. Not only were railroad workers among the residents, but also
prosperous business people constructed homes in the Mill -Pine neighborhood, including
a judge, the postmaster, and the son of Roseburg's founder, Aaron Rose. 

Automobile Era

Chea 19101* 0108rWl shWing a ween Anne
s& le collage and Aft11 Street Grocery Store

The automobile changed the physical appearance of
the Mill -Pine neighborhood as sidewalks and streets
were paved, and barns replaced by alley garages. 
About 80% of the lots were developed by 1912; the
majority of the undeveloped lots were on the east
side of Pine Street. According to the census at this
time, over half the houses in the neighborhood were
rentals. The neighborhood was primarily residential
with the exception of a small grocery store built at

the south end of MITI Street. The grocery became a neighborhood -gathering place. 
Prohibition also brought change; the Roseburg Brewery and Ice Company closed its
doors and reopened as the Roseburg Ice Company. 

The First World War slowed growth somewhat but by the early 1920s, many of the
vacant lots in the Mill -Pine neighborhood were built upon as the growing and mobile
Mill -Pine Design

Guidelinesc
7 May 27, 201 D
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Section 3: Historic Districts and Incentives

population propelled development in the city. The houses in the neighborhood were a
mix of small workers' cottages void of decoration and larger dwellings reflecting the pre - 
1900 Victorian styles, and moderately sized automobile era residences designed in the
popular Bungalow style. Some of the larger houses were used as boarding houses or
apartments. Garages were common along both sides of the active alleys. 

The End of an Era
In 1927, the Southern Pacific Railroad moved its regional division from Roseburg. The

Mill -Pine neighborhood felt the impact of losing its major employer; the population of the
neighborhood decreased. Coupled with the onset of the Great Depression, 
development virtually halted. Although the Depression affected the lives of many
people in Roseburg, the opening of the Umpqua Dairy in 1931, on the former Roseburg
Ice Company property, and the construction of the Veterans Administration Hospital in
1933 employed many Roseburg residents including people in the I( I- Pine district. Only
a small percentage of Mill -Pine residents worked for the railroad at this time; most
worked in the service and retail sectors. T—

o. 

The Great Depression of the 1930s and World War II

If
slowed construction in the Mill -Pine neighborhood as in

r

other communities throughout the nation. Although the
war led to the rapid expansion of the local timber industry, ; t
few houses were built in the neighborhood. After the War, 

fv,;, 

several 1950s -1960s houses were erected in Mill -Pine, ` 
other larger houses were converted into apartments, and
smaller housing units were erected behind older

residences. -.-.-
i• 

T- 4

Umpqua Dairy on Svkny & ShortOn August 7, 1959, a fire and explosion devastated eight StIC110shoxn on 194S Sanborn Map
city blocks in downtown Roseburg. The Mill -Pine

neighborhood was not directly impacted by the blast, but subsequent city decisions
affected the neighborhood. Traditional zoning and circulation patterns were changed in
hopes of revitalizing the town. The state highway on Stephens Street was reconfigured
into a one-way couplet with southbound autos rerouted to Pine Street, changing traffic
from neighborhood trips to arterial use. 

Despite these changes and some newer infill buildings and industrial expansion, Mill - 
Pine is an excellent example of an early Roseburg neighborhood that began and grew
in response to the industrial, commercial, and transportation development in Roseburg. 
Important historically and architecturally, the neighborhood was listed in the National
Register of Historic Places in 1985 as a historic district. 

Mill -Pine Design Guidelines 8 May 27, 2410
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Section 3: Historic Districts and Incentives

What is the National Register of Historic Places? 
The National Register of Historic Places is the nation' s official list of historic properties
worthy of preservation. Authorized under the National Historic Preservation Act of
1966, the National Register is part of a program to coordinate and support public and
private efforts to identify, evaluate, and protect historic and archeological resources. 
Resources listed in the National Register include districts, sites, buildings, structures, 
and objects that are significant in American history, architecture, archeology, 
engineering, and culture. 

What is a National Register Historic District? 
A historic district is an area or neighborhood that
has a concentration of buildings, associated

landscapes, and streetscape features that are at
least 50 years old or older. To be eligible for the
National Register, the district must maintain its
historic appearance and be associated with an
important aspect of the area' s history. 

Why was the Mill -Pine neighborhood listed
as a Historic District? 

Listed in the National Register of Historic Places
in 1985, the Mill -Pine Historic District is

significant as a well- preserved example of a

working-class neighborhood dating from the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Many
similar neighborhoods once existed throughout
Oregon; however, very few have survived

without substantial alterations and incompatible
new construction. While the historic value of
such neighborhoods is not frequently
recognized, this type of Historic District

represents the lives of "ordinary" Americans. 

The Mill -Pine neighborhood is directly
associated with the expansion of Roseburg after

What are the Character Defining Features
of the Mill -Pine

Historic District? 

STREETSCAPE

Walkable Human Scale

Regular Setbacks

Active Alleys with Garages and Sheds
Sidewalks and Parking Strips

Narrow Lots
Yard Fences ofVarious Designs & Materials

Mature Landscapes

RESIDENCES

Small and Moderately Sized Houses
1 to 1- 112 Stories High

Hip ©r Gable Roofs with Composition Shingles
Partial and Full Front Porches

Decorative Cornice and Porch Details

Rouble - Hung Windows some Decorative Lights
Bay Windows

Horizontal Wood Siding
Other Siding Material Used as Contrast

the Oregon and California Railroad was

completed to the town in 1876. Some of the earliest homes in Roseburg are in the Mill - 
Pine neighborhood, which was platted by town founder Aaron Rose. Although

somewhat vernacular in design, Mill -Pine houses have details of the Italianate, Stick, 
Queen Anne, Bungalow, Craftsman, and Foursquare styles. The streetscape and

historic residences help maintain a sense of place associated with the early
development of the city. 

Mill -Pine Design Guidelines
Ord. No. 3444
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Section 3: Historic Districts and Incentives

Why should we preserve the Mill -Pine Historic
District? 

Historic preservation is attracting interest and
support in thousands of communities like

Roseburg across the nation. Promoting the
preservation of older neighborhoods contributes

to the area' s livability and sense of place. People
are drawn to historic neighborhoods because of

their history, streetscape, and variety of housing
types. Historic homes appeal to many people
because of the quality of construction and

materials, uncommon architectural details, and

unique character, 

Fandolph Rose wN sous .Ed & Joe at home on the
north ern lzfpine Street ! Dcuglas Counh iiuseam

oollerrion, No. ?Y11087) 

The value of historic districts to economic development, employment, tourism, 

neighborhood stability, property values, and retention of historic homes has been well
documented. Increasingly, homeowners and homebuyers are discovering the pleasure
and benefits of owning and caring for historic homes. Preservation of the older homes
often stabilizes neighborhoods, reinforcing a strong sense of community. 

Preserving the Mill -Pine Historic District will help maintain the architectural character of
the neighborhood as a lasting reminder of the importance of people who lived in working
class neighborhoods. The Historic District is a tangible link to the people that built
Roseburg. 

What are the benefits of living in the Mill -Pine Historic District? 
If you live in the Mill -Pine neighborhood, there are various tax, regulatory, and financial
incentives available to assist property owners with the rehabilitation and preservation of
historic residences. Local, state, federal agencies and non- profit organizations have
programs that benefit owners of buildings in the Historic District. 

Benefits

The following is a list of
contributing properties in the
Appendix E. 

some of the benefits for owners of buildings listed as
Mill -Pine Historic District. Additional programs are listed in

Recognition; Owners may want to receive a

certificate of designation and/ or purchase an official
plaque that can be placed on the exterior fagade, 
recognizing the history of the building. Both of these
are optional. 

Eligibility for Federal Tax Credit: SHPO administers ` -- - -' 
a federal tax credit program that can save building owners 20% of the cost of

rehabilitating their National Register -listed commercial, industrial, or income- producing
residential building. Requirements include submitting an application form and

Mill -Pine Design Guidelines 10 May 27, 2010
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performing work that meets appropriate federal rehabilitation standards. Because tax
laws are complex, individuals should consult legal counsel, an accountant, or the

appropriate local IRS office for assistance in determining the tax benefits of the above- 
mentioned program. 

Consideration in Planning for Federal Projects: Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 requires that federal agencies allow for the Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation to have an opportunity to comment on all federally licensed, 
permitted, or funded projects affecting historic properties listed in the National Register. 

Oregon Tax Incentive: The Special Assessment for Historic Properties tax incentive
program allows owners of properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places to
have a " freeze" placed on the assessed value of the property for a 10 -year period. The

program is designed to assist property owners in the preservation of historic resources. 
State law requires property owners to submit a preservation plan for the building and
install identification plaque. After completion of the first term, owners have the
opportunity to apply for an additional 10 -year freeze. 

Building Code Leniency: Under Section 3403. 5 of the Uniform Building Code/Oregon
Structural Specialty Code, National Register properties and other certified historic
buildings are eligible to be considered for waivers of certain code requirements in the
interest of preserving the integrity of the property. 

Grants: Competitive " Preserving Oregon" historic rehabilitation grants are

available through the Heritage Conservation Division for properties listed in the National
Register of Historic Places. More information is on the SHPO grant website - 
www. oreoon. gov/ OPRD/ HQPLgrants. shtmi

Mill -Pine Design Guidelines 11 May 27 2010
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Section 4: Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings

Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation is the process of returning a property to a state of utility, through repair or
alteration, while preserving those portions and features that are significant to its
architectural and historic character. Historic photographs or remaining physical
evidence should be the basis for rehabilitation work. 

Note. Subject to the review and approval of the HRRC, substitute materials that are
eco -friendly may be used if the texture, shape, and/or pattern of the new materials are
compatible with the historic counterparts. 

Applicability

These rehabilitation guidelines apply to projects such as re -roofing, residing, door and
window replacement, porch or deck modifications, and foundation repair or
replacement. For additions to existing historic buildings, see Section 5. See glossary
for definitions of technical architectural terms. 

Roofs

Roof forms are essential to the overall
character of historic houses. The repetition

of similar roof forms along a street also
contributes to a sense of visual continuity of
a neighborhood. Most of the roof forms in
the Mill -Pine Historic District are gable or
hip, a combination of the two, or cross

gables. 

Decorative brackets and fascia boards are
common in Mill -Pine. Many of the pre -1900
houses have elaborate jigsaw gable

ornaments, carved brackets, and decorative

fascias common to the Queen Anne, Stick, 
and Italianate styles. Generally, post -1 910
ornamentation. 

Queers Anne style homes hare multiple roof Cinthir stole influences
formr such as this rombination gable and Steeply pitched gable roof

NP roofxith bap window wfrh &, costive fascia

Typical roof components

houses have less decorative eave

A vernacular style house, carnnon in the Disdriet, has

a simple cross -gable roof

Mill - Pine Design Guidelines 13 May 27, 2010
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A common house type. Ais , q ! 4p ,^QI Foursquare $ 1Yle The Craftsmmi home has n Bungoiows generally Fare lox to
ane _Cw 3enrker s coftoge . hOux hGs o hip ragfond wide hry A roof'& nide eaves

moderately pitched gable roots
has a hip roo faith ltaltonate em' 0- erhens Ord darme: s supported by modilliorts s, ippprled it hrarkris. 

brae# ers

a) General — Preserve original roof shape, line, 

slope, overhang, and architectural features such
as chimneys and dormers. 

b) Roof n Mat rial — Replacement roofing
simulates the original roof pattern, material, and

appearance. When replacing roofing, the use of
wood and composition asphalt shingles

especially asphalt architectural shingles that
simulate wood), and dark colored shingles is
recommended. The use of standing seam
metal roofing or tile ( unless used historically) is
not recommended. 

c) Roof G,rnamentation — 
Restore deteriorated roof

elements such as overhangs, 

fascias, moldings, brackets, 

jigsaw gable ornaments, and
rafters whenever possible. If

the feature is severely
deteriorated, replace the

feature with the same design, 
dimensions, and materials as
the original element. Adding
decorative ornamentation to

the eaves if not part of the
original design is not

recommended; this creates a

false sense of history. 

VW068 eM gsbfe omamen€ation, fascia boards, atkl
bmdWs an many Mill -Pipe hauses

Bungalow &* houses * Q! h̀04W &'* et 00) exposedraffer ends on
dww( center), and dewmM kscia supported by isrp brackets { right) 

d) Chimneys — Finish or construct new chimneys with brick or stucco that match or are
compatible in texture and color to the historic style of the residence. Removal of
original chimneys is not recommended. 

Mill - Pine Design Guidelines
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e) Skyli-ghts, Solar Panels, and Antennas -- Locate skylights, solar panels, and

antennas on secondary locations on facades not visible from the street or screen
from public view. 

f) Cutters — Install gutters/ downspouts so original features are not damaged, obscured, 
or removed, Paint new gutters with a color ( or pre finished baked enamel finish) that
blends with the house or is neutral in color. 

g) Vents — If needed, install low -profile ridge vents, provided the original roof design
and details remain intact. 

Siding
The type, materials, and details of the exterior wall siding
contribute to the style and proportion of a house. Horizontal

wood lap, and horizontal tongue and groove are the most
common exterior siding material found
in the Historic District. Horizontal

siding is usually finished at the edges
with corner boards, some with simple
caps. Many Victorian era houses have
a combination of tongue and groove, 

and decorative wood shingles siding
divided by wood trim. Cather houses Tongue& grooreaeft). 

have stucco finishes or wood shingle andraP" 61g°' erhe
most common ropes of

siding. siding fn Mill -Plop

a) 

i

Ewellent example ofa l'tctoriun era
house in M111 --Pine that has a rorieo of

Substitute Siding - Placing substitute siding such as vinyl, 
siding mmoerials applied as deroratlon

aluminum, or T- 1- 11 over original siding and trim is not recommended. These

substitute sidings alter the appearance of a building and can make maintenance
more difficult, often hold moisture inside, dent and fade, and may need painting as
frequently as wood. If substitute siding is used, choose a design that mimics the
original siding width, and retain the window and door trim, comer boards, and

decorative trim details. 

b) Details — Retention and preservation of the original siding, trim, and comer boards is
recommended. If replacement is necessary, replace only deteriorated elements with
material that matches the original siding and trim size, scale, proportions, textures, 
and details. The trim often distinguishes the house' s style and character. 

Milt -Pine Design Guidelines - 15
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Section 4: Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings

1926s photographs showing original trim and siding detaiir. 
ffavailable, historic photographs are a valuable resource to

planning rehabilitation projects

Fide metal siding replaced original narrower
horizontal wood siding and original door and +tzndow
frim were removed in 1970s The loss of historic

During rehabilitation, the incompatible metal siding wars
removed, and original wood siding exposed and restored. 

Paint lines indicate location oforiginal trim

rhe historic character and street appeal are restored
Offer rehabilitation of the siding, reconstruction of the

trim and repainting

Mill -Pine Design Guidelines 16 May 27. 2010
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Section 4: Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings

c) Utilltes and Vents - Locate vents and

mechanical connections on the side

or rear of house not visible from the , 
street. If the utility box is visible from ; 
the street, screen with lattice or -

F - 

vegetation. 

Porches ... 

Original porches help define the
i

character and style of a house. The

porches in Mill -Pine are often the primary Incompatible verlfcal sfdMg ( T- 1- 11) has been placed over
focal point of the house, provide a the original horizontal wood siding, changing the

transition between the exterior and Character of the house. This type ofnow siding treatment
is not recaminended

interior, orient the entrance to the street, 

and provide a means for interaction with neighbors. 
Features of a porch include ceilings, posts/columns, 

ornamental trim, railing, steps, floor/ decking, and

lattice/ foundations. A variety of porches are found in
Mill -Pine including structures that are centered in the
middle, extend the full width of the house, or wrap- 
around the sides of the house. 

a) General — Recommend the replacement of original
porch features before replacing. If replacement is

necessary, design replacement porches in keeping
with the historic style,- period, scale, materials, 

proportion, and detailing. If the original porch is

missing, only reconstruct the porch using physical
evidence, historic photographs, and/ or porch details

on houses of similar style. 

b) Porch Enclosures — Fully or permanently enclosing
front porches is not recommended. This often

destroys the openness of the structure. However, if

the porch is enclosed to extend the seasonal use: 

install removable screens or glass panels that fit

within the existing porch posts, and recess the

panels behind the porch railing and columns/ posts. 

C) 

The upper two photos show• paws

common on Queen Anne & Stick style

houses. The lower inoo photos show
Bungalow & Crgftsman style posts that

are " heavier" boxed or tapered
Ceilings — Recommend the repair or replacement of calumns

deteriorated ceiling features with in- kind or like

materials. Ceilings were generally covered with painted
width of the porch. 

bead board extending the

Mil( -Pine Design Guidelines 17 May 27, 2010
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Section 4: Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings

d) Posts/ Columns — Construct missing posts in keeping
with the style of the house. Generally, houses that pre- 
date 1900 were designed with turned or chamfered
wood porch posts, often resting on the porch deck. 
Houses in the Bungalow and Craftsman styles that post- 

date 1910 commonly had boxed or tapered posts often
sitting on piers made of brick, stucco, or wood, or on low
half walls covered with siding. 

e) Railings — Repairing or replacing a section of a railing
often permits the retention of the original railing height, 
which is typically 26" to 32" high ( compliance at the

discretion of the building official). The original decorative railing on
the left is lower In height and has

If replacement is necessary, the building code requires closely spacedbalusiers The

that if a porch deck is higher than 30" from grade, the
incompatible replacement railingon

right is too high, has a top rail
new railing has to be at least 36" high. In designing a that is too" thin, •- and balusters

36" high railing that " fits" the proportions and style of a spaced too far apart

historic house, recommend minimizing the height of
railing visually by designing more substantial top and bottom rails and/ or adding a
secondary horizontal top rail ( see figure below). 

Historic Height

Histanc railings were generally lower than
32" and had closety spaced balusters

Not

Recommended

Example ofa 36" railing that meets
building code but is XOr compatible
with traditional railing heights 77te
balusters are spared too far apart

Conpatible neer 36" railing that appears
lowerby the aWittatal ofasecondary
top rail that is less substantial than the

lower top rail

f) Balusters — Depending on the size and style of the balusters, the space between two
balusters is usually equal to the width of one baluster. Flat board balusters with cut- 
outs typically touch each other. 

g) Flooring_— Generally, porch decking is made of painted tongue and groove wood
flooring ( usually between 3" and 4" wide). When replacing deteriorated sections, 
recommend the use of boards that are the same width and thickness as the original. 

If replacement of the entire floor is required, consider using a tongue and groove
board that is completely pre -primed. Primer on the top and bottom of the boards
protect against moisture and will extend the life of the porch floor. The use of 2" x4
2" x6" or 2" x8" floor boards is not recommended. Material other than wood may be a
compatible substitute depending on the texture, width, and profile. 

Mill -Pine Design Guidelines 18 May 27, 2010
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Section 4: Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings

h) Porch Skirting — Houses in Mill -Pine

typically had vertical board skirting
covering the porch foundation as

evident in historic photographs. 

Although not generally used in the
neighborhood, tightly laid wood lattice
in a frame may also be used as a
compatible foundation covering. 
Recommend the use of diagonal
lattice that has wider openings, like

many ready- made commercial lattices. 
Material other than wood may be a
compatible substitute depending on
texture, width and profile. 

Vedcdbowd skirting & Alsaw & 809ft Closely spaced dfegond
oa P00966 County WNW ft. Jetri= enrJosed k frame is a

GA7240 ftw0aubb moft gyps, to
INS %= 4We Wffca wkr
should be a dwtrer cow. 

1) Details and Ornamentation — Adding decorative porch details that were not on the
house historically is not recommended. Adding these elements creates a false
sense of history. 

Windows and Doors
Original windows and doors are primary character -defining MF ML

features on the houses in Mill -Pine and contribute to thet+arrrs
visual rhythm of the fagade. // , o

Windows: Windows add light to the interiors of a building, 
provide ventilation, allow a view to the outside, and are a

major part in defining a house' s particular style and - 
character. The most common window type in Mill -Pine is a
vertical, one -over -ane ( 1/ 1), double -hung woad sash

window placed singularly or in pairs. Other window types
include multi -light, double -hung windows, and larger

windows with divisions in the upper part of the sash. Some

windows have decorative beveled, leaded glass or stained >, 
glass in select openings, but generally the sashes have + w 

clear glass. 

The retention, repair, and preservation of the original wood Componemsofadouble- hung sash

windows are recommended. If replacement is necessary, 
window

new windows should be consistent with the material, style, pattern, and size of the
original windows as specified below. Note: Other reference materials on windows are
located at the City, on the Internet, and at the State Historic Preservation Office. 

a) Material — If historic windows have to be replaced due to severe deterioration, only
those windows that are deteriorated are to be replaced. Any new windows should
be made with the same type of material as the original, typically wood. Other types

of substitute material may be compatible and considered if the design and details

Mill -Pine Design Guidelines
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Section 4: Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings

match the historic window. 

Installing windows made of
vinyl or unpainted aluminum

is discouraged and not

recommended. 

Common Window Types in Mill -Pine

b) Style — The use of

replacement windows that do
Typical Ondow7- typesin Mill -Pine: From left to right. 111: 212

p double -hung nvindavis and grouped tripartite window common on
not match the original style Bungalow and Craftsman s(vle houses

and pattern such as windows

with snap -in interior muntins
or muntins sandwiched

between the panes of glass

is not recommended. These

windows are not appropriate

replacements for - true

divided -light windows ( other

types of energy efficient

windows with multi -pane divisions

substitute). 

Not Recommended as Replacements

i

Examples of ineompatihle types of
replacement windows: largef+xedpane
xrndows, sliders and hop* ontol divided - 

with a molded relief may be an appropriate

c) Pattern — Changing the original pattern of the windows sashes is not recommended. 
If the original windows are one -over -one, use the same sash and muntin pattern. Do

not add additional muntins if not originally part of the window. 

d) Size — Retain the original window openings. Installing windows that do not fill
existing openings, and/or changing the number, location, proportion, and size of the
windows, especially on the visible street facades is not recommended. If needed, 
install new windows on the secondary facades ( rear and sides not visible from the
street). 

e) Glazing — Reflective or dark tinted glazing ( glass) should not be used when replacing
clear window glass. Applied film covering is exempt from this standard. 

f) Storms — The use of storm windows that are coated with paint or baked -enamel

finish ( not unfinished aluminum) in a color matching the building' s paint scheme is
recommended. Install storms so that existing windows and trim are not damaged. If
possible, install interior storm windows, especially on the front facade; this will allow
the character of the window to be seen. 

g) Shutters — Attaching purely decorative shutters is not recommended, The size of

new functional shutters should fill the window opening when closed

Mill -Pine Design Guidelines 20 May 27, 2010
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Original windair and door types common in the Disarica; 

paired lfi, double -hung wood sash windows

00glnal 1/ 1 doulale- Frtarig mndows and detalts

Vernacular Queen Anne cottage with incompatible

new nirturr u1ndow and aluminum slider

N 

Incompatible replacement windows - not same size or
type

Mill -Pine Design Guidelines 21 May 27, 2010
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Section 4: Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings

Doors: Typical exterior doors in the Historic
District are solid, wood panel doors, andlor a
combination of wood panels and glass. Some

doors have transom windows embellished
with beveled or leaded glass. 

a) Style — Installing stock, solid front doors is
not recommended. These doors do not
have the profile or relief of the historic
doors in the District. 

Door Designs Not Recommended

b) Size -- Using stock doors that do not fill existing door openings is not recommended. 
Changing the number, location, proportion, and size of the doors on the primary
facades is not recommended. 

Compatible Door Designs

in

0flL flo 11

amples ofaMmprtate replacement doors that are rommonly fbimd to the Dk of t

Foundations
The foundation forms the base of the building and ties the building to the site. The
height, material, and features contribute to a building' s historic character. The

foundations in Mill -Pine are generally concrete perimeter foundations, or post and beam
systems concealed by vertical board skirting. Generally, a wide water table is above the
foundation skirting. 

a) General —Retain and preserve the original foundation. If replacement is necessary, 
install new foundation with the same pattern, color, texture and detailing (water table
and moldings) of original foundations. 

b) Utilities — Locate new mechanical connections and utilities through foundations on
the side and rear facades to minimize the view from the street. 

c) Paint - If previously painted, recommend painting foundations dark colors or colors
that reflects the natural color of the material. 

d) New Found tions - Design new foundations with the same character as the original, 
retaining the height, material, and skirting ( as close as possible) of the original
foundation. Adding a full -story under a one- story house is not recommended; full - 
story additions distort the original building proportions. 
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Section 4: Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings

The criteria are not intended to prohibit the construction of a new foundation to improve
the stability and life of the structure. If a new foundation differs in appearance from the
original feature, reasonable efforts are to be made to screen or mask the new elements
to recreate the original character. 

Paint Colors

Painting a building is one of the least expensive ways to maintain and
preserve historic fabric and make a home an attractive addition to a
neighborhood. A good color scheme highlights the architectural details
and complements the overall design of the building. Some paint

schemes of too many colors can detract from the style of the building. 

Recommend colors choices that blend with and are compatible with the surrounding
streetscape and residents. Generally, walls and trim are painted contrasting colors with
doors and window sashes painted a third accent color. Historically, various color
palettes were used for different style and periods. See Appendix D for additional
information on Choosing Paint Colors. 

Note: The NRRC does not review paint calors, however, painting your house with colors that
are compatible with the style ofyour house is recommended ( Appendix D). 
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Additions

Addition is srnaller in scale and

located in the back of the residence

so less visible

Many Mill -Pine residences have been added to over
time. Early additions were usually subordinate in scale
and character to the main building, lower in height, 
located at the rear or side facades, and made of

materials similar to the original construction. 

New additions should not affect the character of the

original building and should be distinguishable from the
historic portion, so that the evolution of the historic

building is understood. The new addition should be

compatible with the historic building in massing, scale, 
materials, color, roof form, proportion, and spacing of the
windows and doors. Additions should echo the style of
the original structure and be compatible in design. 

Locate and construct additions so that the historic

material and character -defining features of the historic
building are not damaged or obscured. 

Applicability
Additions to buildings that are less than 50% of the first floor square footage should be
reviewed through this Section. Additions over 50% of the existing building footprint
should follow the standards for "New Infill Construction" outlined in Section 6. 

Recommended Not Recommended

Compatible locationsfor additions Setbackfrom the incompatible addition locations. Additions are too

original house so less visible and smaller in scale large and obscure historic fabric and details

Guidelines

a) Setback - Preserve the historic alignment and street setbacks that exist in the

neighborhood. This is the distance between the house and street, and distance
between houses ( side neighbors). 

b) Location - Locate additions as inconspicuously as possible on the rear fagade. If an

addition is made on the side of the building, set the addition back to minimize the
visual impact and to allow the proportions and character of the original building to
remain. 

Mill - Pine Design Guidelines
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Section 5: Additions

LaeaSon, Setback, Design, and

Material Loss: Incompatible

addition on left is nol setback

jrum the original house, has a

far roof, and secondary addition
that obscures front entrance

f) Desi- n Ratio — For additions on a primary facade, 
walls - to -windows and doors) ratio similar to the ratio of the

c) Minimize Loss — Design and construct additions to
minimize loss of historic material. Ensure that

character -defining features of the historic building
are not obscured, damaged, or destroyed. 

d) Height and Scale - Limit the height and the scale of

an addition so it does not visually overpower the
original house. Additions higher than the historic

building are not recommended, especially if seen
from the street. 

e) Design — Differentiate the addition from the historic

building so the integrity of the original building is not
lost or compromised. This can be accomplished by
the setback, location, material, scale, and height of
the new addition. 

use a solid- to-vold

historic building. 

g) Compatibility - Design an addition that is compatible with the historic building in
mass, materials, proportion, spacing, roof shape, and design of existing doors and
windows. 

h) M tea rials - Select a material, such as wood, that is compatible with the historic
materials of the original building. The use of contemporary siding material, such as
T- 1- 11, vinyl, or metal siding is not recommended. If eco -friendly siding is used as
substitute siding, the siding should be similar in character to those used historically. 

i) Foundation — Use compatible materials and

Leight in designing new foundation additions. 

j) Roof For - Design the roof form to be
compatible with the historic building and

consistent with primary roof forms in the

neighborhood. 

k) Dormers - Dormer additions should be

subordinate to the overall roof massing and in
scale with the historic dormer if present. 

Generally, set back the dormers from the roof
edge, locate below the roof ridge, and design

compatibly with the style of the house. 

Scale and Materials: Although setback, the iwo- 

story additlon ( left) is not compatible with the
scale, height, proportions, or materials

diagonal siding) of the Bungalow style house. 
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1) Decks and Balconies —Building decks or balconies on the front of the house are not
recommended. Introduce decks in inconspicuous locations, usually on the building' s
rear or side elevations and inset from the corners, where they are not as visible from
the street. Pergolas, half walls, or landscaping help blend decks in with the style of
the house. Rear patios or decks are more compatible outdoor spaces. 

m) Landscape — Identify, preserve, and protect mature landscape features during the
design and construction phases. 

w

Dormer width should
r_ 

he no more ; han % of

the overall rpcf-A• id[h. 

Locate new domters

helow ridgeline (at

least a couple offiver) 

Setback dormers

Prom the edge of the

roof

Design new dormers to be

subordinate to and compatible

with the original roof form
hleigld and Scale: Tire addition 6rl) on the Queen Anne

cottage is too high and out ofseale with the house. 

Although consideration was given to applying compatible
design elements. the original house hecomes " lost" 
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New Construction

Infill construction within a historic neighborhood can enhance the existing character
of a street if the proposed design and siting reflect an understanding of, and a
compatibility with, the distinctive character of the neighborhood setting and
associated buildings. This section is intended to provide a general design

framework for new construction that encourages quality design and innovation within
the context of the surrounding neighborhood. This includes houses, garages, and
other types of outbuildings that require a permit. 

Siting New Buildings
New buildings should be sited according to features of the surrounding
neighborhood and the overall character of the historic area in terms of orientation, 

distance to adjacent buildings, traditional setback from the street, and retention of
important site features. 

a) Orientation - Orient the front of the new

building to the street. The building M p Q

should be parallel to the lot line, 

maintaining the traditional grid pattern
of the block. 

b) Distance — Make the distance between

the new building and the adjacent
Orientation: Inappr= ivdiagonal

historic houses compatible with the orient

spacing between existing buildings
Orientation; Inappropriate diagonal orientation

S p g g and front fagade garage creates break in

fronting the same street. s€reetsespe pattern

c) Setback — Keep the setback of the new
building consistent with the setback of
adjacent historic houses on the street. 

d) Site - Design new construction so the

overall character of the site features

landscaping, garages and driveways, if
applicable) is compatible with the

neighborhood. 

e) Landsca- Protect large trees and
other significant landscape features from

immediate damage during construction
or from delayed damage due to

construction activities, such as loss of

root area or compaction of the soil by
equipment. 

Distance and Setbacks: The center house is

anew infill house. Although compatible in

scale and distance beAveen neighboring
houses, the house does NOT maintain the

traditional setbaekfrom the street
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Designing New Buildings
A compatible infill building or accessory structure should complement the existing
patterns of the neighborhood. The new building' s height, caulk, scale, material, width, 
roof form, windows and doors, siding, and architectural details should be considered
when designing a new building in Mill -Pine. 

Note: This does not meal} replicating a neighboring historic house or designing a house that
creates a false sense of history. 

General Elements

The following general elements should be considered when designing a new
building. These elements are based on national guidelines. 

a) Heigh — Design the proportion of the

new building to be compatible with
the average height of the neighboring
buildings. Most houses in the Mill - 

Pine Historic District are one or one - 
and -a -half stories high; less

frequently buildings are two -stories. 
In some cases, rear additions may be
taller than the front if the change in
scale will not be perceived from the

r

New
s r

Height, lydth, J Scale: The new building above is not
compatible in height. xidth, or scale with surrounding

homes. Thejlat roof is out of character with the other
buildings on street

ASN

Good example ofnew construction on a 10119, narrow lot similar to parcels in Mill -Pine. New house maintains traditional
uIdths and setbacks, and has a compatible roofshape and pitch, and details that relate to the neighboring historic houses. 

street. 

b) Bulk -- Design new buildings so the bulk ( size, mass, and/ or volume) is

compatible with the neighboring buildings. Examine the massing of nearby

buildings ( whether symmetrical or asymmetrical, central block ( or l --shape), and

design the new building with similar bulk. 

Mill -Pine Design Guidelines 2B
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Section 6: New Construction

C) Scale — Design a new building' s height and bulk proportional
complement to, features and elements in the surrounding area. 
buildings to reinforce a sense of human.---$* - t

scale. One-story porches and features
such as the number of windows and
doors help maintain a human scale. fi

d) Materials — Choose materials that are
consistent with the predominant

materials and finishes found on other
houses in the neighborhood. Examine

the color, texture, pattern, composition, 
and scale of neighboring historic
buildings. 

to, and as a

Construct new

An existing building in Mill -Pine constnicted In the 1950s. 
The building does not coq orm to the traditional scale, 

height materials, or setback of thenei-ehhorhood

e) Width — Design the proportion of the new building to be compatible with the
average width and massing of the neighboring buildings. If a building is wider
than other buildings on the block, the front facade should be broken up into
narrower bays that reflect the common historic widths. 

Infill

i1] 

The house in the center is NOTa compatible in -fill building and does not complement the surrounding homes. The
house lacks detaiLs such as afront porch and appropriate u1ndoH• and door sues and placement

f) Specific Design Elements
1. Roof Form — Visually, the roof form is the most important element in the

overall building form. Keep new roof forms
consistent with the shapes traditionally used. Hip
or moderate to steeply pitched gables ( 7112 to
12112 or 30 to 45 degrees) are common roof

forms in Mill -Pine; flat or low- pitched roofs are
uncommon ( 6112 or 26 degrees or less). 

2. Windows and Doors — Keep the proportions and
pattern of window and door opening similar to
neighboring historic buildings. Keep the rhythm
of solids ( walls) and voids ( windows and doors) 

consistent with the dominant pattern set in the
area. Windows with vertical emphasis are

Mill -Pine Design Guidelines
a
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Section 6: New Construction

recommended. Generally, the height of the window should be twice the
width. The most common window type in Mill -Pine is wood double -hung
windows, paired or singular. 

3. Exterior Siding — Select siding material that is compatible with the historic
materials used in the neighborhood. Narrow ( 3" to 6") horizontal wood siding
and a variety of wood shingles are appropriate siding materials for new
construction. These materials complement the surrounding historic buildings. 
Only use substitute siding materials if similar in style to those used
historically. 

4. Architectural Details — Architectural features that complement the details and
style of the neighboring historic buildings are recommended. Architectural

elements such as eave details, window trim, water tables, and cornices help
new buildings blend in with surrounding buildings. 

Examples of new infril construction that would be compatible designs for Milt -Pine
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Site Features and Setting
Site features and neighborhood setting include many elements applicable when
planning a rehabilitation, addition, or new construction. Although some of these

elements are not significant in themselves, poorly planned or incompatible site features
can negatively affect historic neighborhoods. These elements include auxiliary
buildings such as garages, fences, driveways, parking areas, paving, ground covers, 
and landscape features. 

Driveways, Parking, and Alleys
A majority of the houses in Mill -Pine are built on narrow lots with limited areas for
driveways ( although some larger lots have side driveways). Most residents use the
alleys to access garages, parking areas, or back entrances to their properties. Some

people use on -street parking to enter the front of
their homes. Larger parking lots are not typical in the

i 1

District with the exception of the industrial properties. 4; FI

a) Existing Driveways — Retain and maintain existing
driveways whenever possible, especially when
the driveways are accessed from the alleys. 

b) New Driveways: Construct new driveways to

conform to the spacing, width, configuration, and
material of other driveways. New driveways built
off of alleys are recommended to conform to the

established neighborhood pattern. Alley
driveways also reduce the need for new curb
cuts. Avoid damaging historic site features such
as mature trees or walkways when constructing
new driveways. 

c) Parking Areas — Using the parking area at the
alley in back of the house is recommended. 
Parking in the front yard is not recommended and
is incompatible with traditional use of front yards. 

1945 Sanborn Fire Insurance nrap showing
number ofauto ( A) garages in the alleys. 

The alleys are importanifeaneres and
corridors in the neighborhood. 

d) Alternative Pavina — Other paving materials lessen the water run- off impact of new
driveways or parking areas. These include solid stone pavers, brick, and concrete
grid pavers. 
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Garages and Outbuildings
Garages and outbuildings can add to the historic

character of the site and are an important feature of the
Mill -Pine neighborhood. The area was platted with alleys, 

which used to access outbuildings ( originally sheds and
barns) and later garages. The majority of the garages
and outbuildings were built along the alley. 

a) Preserve Garages - Retain and preserve historic
garages and outbuildings whenever possible. These

features generally represent the automobile era. If

replacement of features or materials is necessary, use
like material and design. 

b) Replacement Garages - Replace missing garages with
either a reconstruction based on historic plans or

photographs, or with a new design that is compatible
with the historic house. Keep proportions, width, 

depth, and heights of new garages and outbuildings
consistent with historic designs. Use traditional forms, 

designing a new garage. 

Examples ofgarages built in the early
1900s from Sear Roebuck & Co. 

catalogue. Refer to historic examples

in designing new garages

materials, and details when

c) New Garages and detached accessory structures — Recommend siting new garages
and other auxiliary building such as carports at the alley in back of the houses. If

built on the side of the house, design the garage as a subordinate feature to the front
of the house, setback from the plane of the primary fagade. Portable structures such
as Rubbermaid sheds, PVC poles with tarps, metal roofs on poles, etc, are not
recommended. 

amples ofa compatible new garage ( left) and new. rolt--up garage doors
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d) Details — Use traditional building materials and designs for new garages and other
accessory structures that are compatible with the house style. Details such as
paneled roof type, garage doors, overhangs, and trim help the structure blend in with
the site and existing resource. Stock garage doors are now available that look like
historic paneled garage doors. 

e) Second Stories —if an upper floor is planned over a garage, design the upper story
so that it is lower than and subordinate to the house. Over -scale garages are not
recommended in the historic district. 

Landscape Design Features

Landscape design features, both on the public
right- of-way and on private property, often

show the development of a neighborhood and
are important in defining the historic character
of the streetscape. Historic landscape

features include trees, plants, and shrubs, and
manufactured features such as sidewalks, 
walkways, fences, and walls. Property
owners are encouraged to preserve these
historic landscape features and ensure that
any new construction or rehabilitation projects

comply with and complement these resources. 

Well-designed landscapefeatures add to the
character ofAflll--Fine and make an imviltnr

Plantings can be used for a variety of reasons including creating privacy or shade, 
screening, adding color, softening edges, and defining areas in a yard. When planning
a landscape project, residents are encouraged to consider the scale, hierarchy, forms, 
colors, textures, and orientation of the plants. Wrong plant choices can invade sewer
lines, grow into overhead utilities, break paved areas, and block views. 

Note: The public streetscape area is recognized as any area between the public right-of-way
sidewalk) and the edge of pavement or face of the street curb. Property owners within the Mill - 

Pine District are responsible for all landscaping and maintenance with both these areas, with the
exception of street tree planting and trimming which is the City's responsibility. 

a) Mature Plantincs - Retain and maintain historic landscape features such as mature
trees and shrubs that add to the historic character of the site or neighborhood. If

these features cannot be retained, consider moving the plants or replacing them in- 
kind. 

b) Front and Site Yards — Preserve the traditional front and side yards for plantings and
lawn. Paving and non -porous ground covers are not recommended. 

c) Hedges - Avoid planting high hedges near the front property line; these hedges form
a barrier to the streetscape and neighborhood. Planting low shrubs and hedges
under 42" high in the front and side yards are recommended. Maintaining clear
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vision at the corners and driveways is required by city ordinance ( LUDO). 

d) New Plantings - Incorporate landscape features into site plans for new construction
that complement the neighborhood character in scale, type, layout, and materials. 

e) Public Right -of -Way - Design improvements to streets and sidewalks such as
scoring patterns and grid size that enhance the visual continuity of the existing
streetscapes

Fences, Pergolas, and Trellises
Well-designed new fences add to the

continuity of the streetscape and help
define the context of the historic buildings. 
The District here has a variety of fences
types including picket, solid vertical board, 
wire fences, and chain- link. 

Historically, the majority of the fences

constructed in Mill -Pine were generally rail, 
looped wire, or picket fences. These types
would be appropriate styles for new

fencing. 

a) New Fences - Construct new fences
based on historic designs or compatible
new designs. 

b) Height — Build front fences to a

maximum height of 42" ( LUDO
regulation); back fences can be up to 6' 
high. Step down side fences so that the
section nearest the front of the lot is
lower than the back fences. The

construction of solid privacy fences in
front yards are not recommended. 

c) Material — Construct fences with wood
or metal posts, wire panels, wood

pickets, or low vertical boards. The front
fences should be open in design, 

allowing the house to be seen from the
street. 

Various types of appropriale. fenchi for Mill Pine: 
The top photograph shows a double -looped x7re fence

that wws used historically. This type offencing is a low
maintenance alternatAw to picket fences

d) Other Fencing Toes - Installing chain link fences around the front yard is non - 
historic and not recommended. This type of fencing is not recommended because it
distracts from the historic character of the neighborhood. Replace or screen existing
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chain- link fences with landscaping ( climbing vines, shrubs, or other plantings). 

T _ '
L

Historic viowshouing woven- irirefence, c. 1910 ( lef) and picket fence, c. 1900, Douglas County Historical Museum
collection, Cor Nouse, NI3829 ( lcft) and Devaoney cottage. N6400 ( right) 
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Demolition of Resources

Demolition of historic resources in the Mill -Pine neighborhood is an irreversible step
and should be carefully weighed. Once houses are destroyed, they can never be
replaced. The Mill -Pine Historic District has an intact collection of buildings that date
from the late 1800s to the early 1900s that reflect the lives of the people who worked in
the service, commercial, industrial, and transportation -related businesses. These

resources should be preserved as part of the early history of the community. 
Demoli# ion slowly erodes the historic character of a neighborhood. Over the last 20
years, several historic buildings have been lost to demolition in the Mill -Pine
neighborhood. Prior to demolition, a property owner should consider these questions: 

1. Is there another site that would serve the purpose equally as well? 
2. Might the existing building be adapted to meet the owner' s needs? 
3. Is there another buyer for the building who is willing to use the existing structure? 
4. Is it possible to move the building to another site? 
5. Is the City or others willing to help work on a solution for the property? 

If all alternatives to demolition have been exhausted, the following steps should be
followed: 

Document the resource with detailed photographs of all features and building
elevations prior to starting any demolition work
Prepare a salvage plan for the building materials and landscape plantings
Gather any known history, documents, plan, etc. about the resource
Archives prints and digital files with the City or the historic museum
Have a replacement plan prepared which includes a time line
Prepare a plan to secure and maintain the property after demolition

This information is to be submitted to the Historic Resource Review Commission for
consideration as a part of the demolition application. 

Relocation of Buildings

Relocation is preferable over demolition. When relocating historic buildings to a new site: 
a) Document the original location, setting, and landscape features. 
b) Assess the structural condition of the building before relocation. 
c) Try to preserve the original orientation and setbacks of the building at the new site. 
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Alteration — Any exterior change or modification to the character -defining or significant

physical features of a building or auxiliary structure. 

Asymmetrical — A building with an exterior appearance that is not symmetrical or off - 
centered. 

Baluster — A vertical member between the top and bottom rail of a railing on porches, 
staircases, and balconies. 

Balustrade — A handrail or railing supported by a series of balusters; such as on

porches, staircases, and balconies. 

Brackets — Projecting support members found under the roof eaves or other
overhangs. 

Bulk — The three- dimensional size or mass of a building. 

Chamfered — A beveled edge on the corner of a post, wall, or other architectural
feature. 

Character - defining features — The elements embodying the style or components of an
improvement including the kind and texture of the building materials, and the type
and style of windows, doors, and other details. 

Compatibility — Compatible in massing, size, scale, bulk architectural details, and
materials. 

Compatible Classification — Building constructed after 1927, which conform in scale
and general type with the older houses of the neighborhood, and houses built within
the Secondary Period of Significance that have been altered. 

Corner board — A vertical board at the corner of a wood -frame building into which the
siding abuts. 

Cornice — A horizontal molded projection that crowns or completes the top of a building
or wall. 

Demolition — Any act or process that destroys in part or in whole an individual building
or structure. 

Design Guidelines — A document illustrating appropriate and inappropriate methods of
rehabilitation and new construction that aid in designing and decision- making with
regard to retaining the integrity of scale, design, intent, materials, feelings, patterns, 
and historical character of a historic building or structure. 
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Dormer -- A roofed structure with a window ( or windows) that projects from a pitched

roof. Gable, hip, or shed. 

Double -hung sash window — A window with two vertical sliding sashes, each closing
half of the window opening. 

Eave — The lower part of a roof that projects beyond, and generally overhangs, the wall. 
A wide save is generally identified as an overhanging eave. 

Ell — A wing or addition extended at a right angle from the principal dimension of
building, resulting in an " L" shaped plan. 

Fagade — The exterior front face of a building. 

Fascia — A flat member or band at the surface of a building or the exposed eave of a
building. 

Footprint Outline of the built area at ground level. 

Foundation — The part of the structure that has direct contact with the ground and
supports the load of the structure to the earth. 

Frieze — A frieze is a horizontal board or band that extends below the cornice. The
frieze may be decorated with designs or carvings. 

Gable — The triangular end of an exterior wall at the end of a pitched roof, bounded by
two pitched roofs. 

Gable roof — An inverted " V" -shaped roof of varying pitches divided into eaves & gable

ends. 

Glazing — The glass in windows or door. Glazing also refers to the act of installing
glass in windows or doors. 

Historic Resource — Those elements that have been inventoried and are referenced in
the City of Roseburg Land use and Development Ordinance Section 2.3.300. 

Hip roof — A roof formed by four pitched roof surfaces; the roof planes slope toward the
eaves on all sides of the building. 

In- kind - Replacement of building components to match the original component in
material, size, profile, texture, and color. 

Lap siding - Narrow boards applied horizontally to an exterior wall, each of which
overlaps the one below it to create a continuous skin over the wooden frame. 

Light — A pane of glass installed in a window sash. 
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Mass — Combination of masses that create a building volume; organization of the
shapes of a building. 

Modillion — A bracket in the shape of a scroll or a plain block, supporting a wide
cornice, often found on classical style houses. 

Mullion — A vertical member of a window or door that divides and supports panes. 

Muntin — One of the vertical or horizontal members separating and encasing panes of
glass in a window. 

Non -Compatible Classification — Buildings, usually commercial in function, which
were built more recently in a style at variance with the neighborhood context. 

Pane or light - A flat sheet of glass cut to size for glazing use in a window; also called a
light. 

Porch — A covered entrance or semi -enclosed space projecting from the facade of a
building; may be open -sided, screened, or glass enclosed. 

Preservation — Retention of historic material through conservation, maintenance and
repair. It reflects a building' s continuum over time and the respectful changes and
alterations that are made. 

Primary Significant Classification — Structures built in 9900 and before that represent
the initial period of development in the Mill -Pine Historic District. 

Proportion — The relation of one dimension to another. 

Rafters — The sloping wooden frame members of a roof that extends from the ridge to
the eaves and that establishes the pitch. 

Reconstruction — Re-creates a non -surviving site, landscape, building, structure, or
object in all new materials. Based on physical or graphic images, and historical
research. 

Rehabilitation — The retention and repair of historic materials, but more latitude is
provided for replacement because it is assumed the property is more deteriorated
prior to work. 

Restoration — The retention of materials from the most significant time in a property' s
history, while permitting the removal of materials from other periods. 

Roof Pitch — The degree of a roof slope; usually expressed as a ratio of vertical rise to
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horizontal run. 

Rhythm — The repeated pattern of building elements such as doors and windows. 

Midge — Horizontal line formed by the juncture of the upper edges of two sloping roof
planes. 

Sash — The movable framework holding the glass in a window. 

Scale — The relative size of objects or elements to one another making sure they work
together and that one does not outweigh another. 

Secondary Significant Classification — Structures built between 1901 and 1927 that
represent the secondary period of development in the Mill -Pine Historic District. The

end date of 1927 represents the year the regional railroad division point was
removed from Roseburg and the neighborhood lost a significant part of its
population. This classification also includes houses built in and before 1900 that
have been extensively altered. 

Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation — The guidelines prepared by
the National Park Service for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings ( Appendix B). 

Shed roof — A single -pitched roof over a small room; often attached to a main structure. 

Shutter — An external movable screen or door used to cover a wall opening, especially
a window; originally for security purposes; often confused with louvered blinds. 

Sill — The horizontal lower member of a window or other frame. 

Skylight — A glazed opening in a roof plane that admits light. 

Streetscape — A setting or expanse consisting of the street, landscaping, and buildings
along a street. 

Symmetrical — A similarity of form or arrangement on either side of a dividing line. 

Transom Window — A window above a door. 

Vernacular — A mode of building based on regional forms and materials. 

Water Table — A horizontal course of wood trim separating the foundation wall from the
exterior walls above. 
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Secretary of the Interior' s Standard for
Rehabilitation

The following list of the Secretary of the Interior' s Standards for
Rehabilitation is applied to specific rehabilitation projects. 

1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that
requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its
site and environment. 

2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The

removal of historical materials or alteration of features and spaces that
characterize a property shall be avoided. 

3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and
use. Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as
adding conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings, 
shall not be undertaken. 

4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic
significance in their own right shall be retained and preserved. 

6. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a historic property shall be preserved. 

6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where
the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the
new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual
qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features
shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence. 

7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to
historic materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if
appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. 

B. Significant archaeological resources affected by a project shall be protected
and preserved. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures
shall be undertaken. 

g. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not
destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall

be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, 
scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property
and its environment. 

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken
in such a manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity
of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired. 
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Architectural Styles and Characteristics

Mill -Pine' s historic residential architecture reflects the regional construction trends in Oregon' s
history and depicts the unique characteristics of a neighborhood built for the railroad, service, 
and business workers. The style and examples in Appendix C represent common styles found
in the Mill -Pine that were built between the 1880s and 1930s. Some residences display
characteristics of more than one style or are creative builder's adaptations of a style. 

Note* The bracketed dates after the style name apply to the popularity of the style in Oregon, 
not particularly the Mill -Pine neighborhood. 

Gothic Revival ( 1860- 1900): A popular style after the Civil War, the
style has distinctive features such as a steep gable roof with a central
front gable, vertical emphasis, narrow windows and doors, pointed arch
windows, horizontal siding, and off -set porches and bays. The examples
of this style in Mill -Pine are more vernacular in ornamentation, size, and
massing. 

Italianate Stale ( 1850s - 1890s): The Italianate was a popular r— 
housing styles from the mid- to late -1800s. Inspired by villas of
Italy, the characteristics of the style include flat or hip roofs with
single or paired decorative brackets under the eaves, tall

corbelled brick chimneys, bay windows, corner boards, and two- 
over- twa double -hung windows, often with curved or molded F. 

rwindow caps. Porches commonly had ornamentation between
st Thquare Fos s. a vernacular style ltalianate houses in Mill -Pine are generally
associated with small, one-story worker' s cottages that have hip roofs, decorative
brackets under the eaves, and chamfered porch posts. 

Stick Style ( 1870s- 1890): The Stick style is considered one of the few truly American
architectural forms, and has its origins in the
Gothic Revival style. Characteristics include s

steeply pitched, multiple gable roofs. porches

and verandas with diagonal braces, 

asymmetrical massing with vertical emphasis, 
double -hung windows, wood frame construction . 
with horizontal siding that has decorative

Gstickwork" and paneling applied to the exterior, 
and decorative details such as spindles, lattice work, and sunbursts in the gable ends. 
There are several good examples of the style in Mill -Pine. 

Queen Anne and Queen Anne Cottage ( 1685- 1905): This style

became the favorite design from the 1880s through the early 1900s. 
These houses have assorted roof shapes, prominent chimneys, 
irregular plan, warp around porches, multiple windows types, 

combination siding types, and decorative details on the porches and
eaves. There are excellent examples of Queen Anne cottages in
the District. 
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Bun slow and Craftsman ( 191Q- 7930): ® 
The Bungalow style and the Craftsman
styles are similar, with the Bungalow
generally recognized as a more modest

version of the " high style" Craftsman house. 
During the first two decades of the 20th
century thousands of these houses were built across the country. Characteristics of
the style include low- pitched roofs often with dormers, wide eaves, exposed rafters
ends, front porches with box columns, wood frame construction, double -hung windows, 
and prominent chimneys often made of native materials such as rock. The Bungalow
style is common in the District. 

The American Fours uare ( 1910- 1925): The American Foursquare
or "Classic Box" style houses are derivative of the Craftsman style and
are square or rectangle in plan with two -full stories, hip roof often with
dormers, and full front porch. Decorative details are limited to classical
or boxed front porches and more elaborate window glazing. Although
less common in the Mill -Pine neighborhood, there are a few good
examples of the style along Mill and Pine streets. 

English Cottage ( 1910- 1935): The English Cottage style follows the
tradition of the English Arts & Craft movement of the late

191' 

century. 
Characteristics of the style include prominent chimney, medium - 

pitched gable roof, asymmetrical plan, usually one -and -a -half stories, 
arched doorways and multi - pane casement windows. This is not a
common style in the Mill -Pine District. 

Minimal Traditional ( 1940- 1950s): The minimal tract houses gained
popularity after men and women returned from WWII seeking
affordable housing. The style reflects forms of earlier housing styles

l

but lack decorative detailing. Roof pitches are low -medium pitch, tg
shallow eaves, attached garage, and generally constructed of wood, and usually one- 
story. This is not a common style in the Mill -Pine District and represents the building
type constructed outside the period of significance. 
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Choosine Paint Colors

Note: Appendix D, Choosing Paint Colors, is advisory only since color is not regulated by
the City's HRRC. This information is intended to help property owners choose colors that
complement the style of their home. 

How can I find the original paint colors of my house? 
With a bit of on -the -spot sleuthing, finding the original colors can be fun. If you still
have some of the structure' s original siding, it is possible to get a general
understanding of the color history of your building. First, find a place that is relatively
sheltered from direct sunlight and pollution sources such as wind. Using either a
scalpel or a piece of sandpaper, carefully scrape away or sand off layers of paint
ending up with a small divot with slightly sloping sides that reveal a series of paint
layers. This is the history of paints and primers that were used on this part of your
building. To get a complete picture of the color, do this same process on the trim, 
doors, and window sashes. Take samples from more than one spot on each area to
double- check that all of the paint layers are represented. 

Interpreting the layers of paint can be hard since some layers are primer and dirt. 
Color also changes over time due to the varnishes and fading. Buildings are usually
painted every ten to twenty years, so by counting the layers it may be possible to
estimate whether most of the paint history is represented in the sample areas. 

Exactly matching the original colors needs to submit paint samples to a laboratory
that specializes in paint analysis. However, few owners are interested in the high
degree of accuracy usually reserved for house museums. By understanding color
preferences of different architectural periods ( see below), looking at historic
photographs ( if available), and then correlating those preferences with a self -guided
paint analysis, many owners are able to make educated decisions about paint color
schemes. Following are the colors generally used on different house styles. 

Victorian Period ( 1880- 9905); Gothic, Stick Style, & Queen Anne
During this period, there was a lot of interest in variety in colors, shapes, and
patterns. Popular colors were rich, intense, and fairly strong, and contrasting colors
were used to bring out different architectural elements, Deep browns, saturated
olives, yellow ochre, and rich brick reds were commonly used. While not brilliant, 
these colors were highly saturated and created a rich palette. Architectural elements

such as window sash, trim, and carved ornaments were painted in contrasting colors
either darker or lighter - to draw attention to them. Because the roof is often very

visible, shingle colors and patterns were likewise taken into consideration in
selecting a palette. 

Craftsman Era ( 1900- 1930s): Craftsman, Bungalows, & Foursquare

The Arts and Crafts movement emphasized harmony with nature, a return to the
handmade, and rejection of machine - like precision. The houses of this period often
enjoy a great degree of ornamentation, but the ornament was used to emphasize the
structure and construction of the building rather than to adorn for the sake of
adornment. 
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Many of these houses have different siding on the first and second floors - wooden
clapboards on the first floor, and wooden shingles on the second - although it was
just as common to have only one material. Houses with different siding materials
often received two different paint colors. These houses work best using the colors of
nature; earth -browns, moss greens, sand yellows, and terra cotta reds. These
colors were less saturated and more earthy than Victorian -era colors. In addition, 

while trim colors were used to bring out architectural details, they were chosen to
complement the overall color scheme rather than to emphasize specific architectural
elements. 

Post -War Period ( 1930s- 196Os) 

Postwar technology enabled the creation of newer, brighter colors. Cookie -cutter
subdivisions of smaller ranch or split-level homes sprouted up across the country as
veterans returned home and wartime rationing was pushed aside, These houses
had almost no ornamentation ( aside from non- functional shutters) and narrow

window trim. Because the houses were small, they were often exact replicas of their
neighbors, and had little ornamentation; they were often painted in brighter colors
like coral, light blue, or sea foam green - colors made possible by advances in
chemistry. Trim - what little of it there was - was almost always white; the exception
being white houses, which often had dark trim. 
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Incentive Pi ams

Oregon State Historic Preservation Office Administered Incentive Programs
The National Register program is administered by the Oregon State Historic Preservation
Office ( SHPO). 1- 503- 986- 4671 www. orMn. go)t/OPR-D/ HCD/ grants. shtmi

The following benefits are for Contributing buildings within the Mill -Pine National Historic
District: 

1) Recognition: Owners may want to receive an official certificate of designation and/ or
purchase an official plaque that can be placed on the building. Both of these are
optional. 

2) El riibilify for Federal Tax Credit. The SHPO administers a federal tax credit program
that can save building owners 20% of the cost of rehabilitating their. National Register - 
listed commercial, industrial, or rental residential building. Requirements include
submitting a short application form and performing only work that meets appropriate
rehabilitation standards. Because tax aspects outlined above are complex, individuals
should consult legal counsel, an accountant or the appropriate local IRS office for
assistance in determining the tax consequences of the above provisions, 

3) Consideration in Planning for Federal F ro' ects: Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 requires that federal agencies allow for the Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation to have an opportunity to comment on all federally licensed, 
permitted or funded projects affecting historic properties listed in the National Register. 

4) Oregon Tax Incentive: The Special Assessment for Historic Properties tax incentive
program allows owners of properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places to
have a " freeze" placed on the assessed value of the property for a 10 -year period. The
program is designed to assist property owners in the preservation of historic resources. 
State law requires property owners to submit a preservation plan for the building and
install identification plaque. After completion of the first term, owners have the
opportunity to apply for an additional 10 -year freeze. 

5) Buildin Code Leniency: Under Section 3403,5 of the Uniform Building Code/Oregon
Structural Specialty Code, National Register properties, and other certified historic

buildings, are eligible to be considered for waivers of certain normal code requirements
in the interest of preserving the integrity of the property. 

6) Grants: 

a) Competitive " Preserving Oregon" historic rehabilitation grants are available through
the Heritage Conservation Division for properties listed in the National Register of
Historic Places, These funds are awarded for rehabilitation work that supports the
preservation of historic resources listed on the National Register of Historic Properties, 
or for significant work contributing toward identifying, preserving and/or interpreting
archaeological sites. Grant funds may be awarded for amounts up to $ 24, 000, which
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must be matched 1: 1 by the grantee. Many of the grants are awarded to public
buildings ( city and county) or non- profit organizations managing/ owning historic
properties. More information on the program and application deadlines contact the
Oregon SHPO or visit their grant website. 

b) The Certified Local Government ( CLG) program offers grants to cities and counties
that have been " certified" as historic preservation partners with both the state and the
federal governments. These grants can be used for a wide range of historic
preservation activities, including National Register nominations, historic property
surveys, preservation education projects, preservation code development, building
restoration, and preservation planning. Between roughly $65, 000 and $ 200,000 is

currently available per year, depending on the federal allocation and state priorities. 

c) The Oregon Heritage Commission also administers the Grant Heritage Program, 
which provides matching grants for a wide range of heritage -related projects by local, 
regional, or statewide groups. There is currently $ 200,000 per biennium in this
Program. Contact. Oregon Heritage Commission Coordinator, Phone: ( 503) 986- 0673. 

HUD' s Community Development Block Grant ( CDBG) 
CDBG program provides annual grants on a formula basis to entitled cities, urban counties
and states to develop viable urban communities by providing decent housing and a suitable
living environment, and by expanding economic opportunities, principally for low- and
moderate - income persons. Another program, the Community Renewal for Renewal
Communities and Empowerment Zones ( RC/ EZ), offers an innovative approach to
revitalization. Salem, 541- 882- 1340. 

HUD' s Federal Housing Administration ( FHA) 
HUD FHA has a flexible loan program that helps developers, roves#ors, and families at all
income levels to buy and restore properties in urban and rural historic districts. The

program operates through FHA approved lending institutions, and the loans are insured by
FHA. 800- 225- 5342. 

USDA Department of Agriculture' s Rural Housing Services
Housing Preservation Grant Program ( Section 533): The Housing Preservation Grant
Program makes grants to non-profit organizations, local governments and Native American
tribes to renovate existing low-income multifamily rental units. Funds may also be used by
recipients to help individuals make repairs to private homes. Funds can be used to

upgrade a number of individual housing units, which in some cases affects the housing
options in an entire community. Recipients of Housing Preservation Grants are often able
to leverage the funds with additional resources from private sources or local governments. 
Oregon State Office: Portland. 503414- 3360. 

National Trust for Historic Preservation Fund ( Non -Profit) 
The National Trust Preservation Fund includes funds that provide two types of assistance
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to nonprofit organizations and public agencies: 1) matching grants from $ 500 to $ 5, 000 for

preservation planning and educational efforts, and 2) intervention funds for preservation
emergencies. Matching grant funds may be used to obtain professional expertise in areas
such as architecture, archeology, engineering, preservation planning, land -use planning, 
fund raising, organizational development and law as well as to provide preservation
education activities to educate the public. Western Regional Office. San Francisco, CA. 
415-947-0692

Umpqua Community Development Corporation ( Non -Profit) 
Umpqua CDC utilizes its experience in funding, acquisition, and project management to
help small communities with major infrastructure construction projects and community
facility upgrades. This work includes historic building renovations, street and storm
drainage improvements, community and municipal center upgrades, food bank

development, and water district expansion projects, and constructing play structures. These
projects involve grant writing, certified CDBG grant administration and Davis -Bacon wage
monitoring, project management, fundraising, and helping communities move from the
predevelopment phase to the ribbon cutting. Roseburg, OR Office: 541- 673-4909

Note: An additional review ( Section 106 Process) is required for all federally fended projects. To

find out more about the requirement, please check with the lead agency. 
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The National Park Service ( NPS) published the first Preservation Brief in 1975. Since then, 
Technical Preservation Services has helped home owners, preservation professionals, 

organizations, and government agencies by publishing easy -to read guidance on preserving, 
rehabilitating and restoring historic buildings. Visit the NPS website at

www2. cr. nps. gov/ tps/ briefs/ presbhom. htm for more information. 

Preservation Briefs

The highlighted Briefs may be helpful to the owners and residents of buildings in the Mill - 
Pine Historic District. 

01: Assessing Cleaning and Water -Repellent Treatments for Historic Masonry Buildings
02: Repointing Mortar Joints in Historic Masonry Buildings

03: Conserving Energy in Historic Buildings

04: Roofing for Historic Buildings

05: The Preservation of Historic Adobe Buildings

06: Dangers of Abrasive Cleaning to Historic Buildings

07: The Preservation of Historic Glazed Architectural Terra -Cotta

08: Aluminum and Vinyl Siding on Historic Buildings: The Appropriateness of
Substitute Materials for Resurfacing Historic Wood Frame Buildings

09: The Repair of Historic Wooden Windows

10: Exterior Paint Problems on Historic Woodwork

11: Rehabilitating Historic Storefronts

12: The Preservation of Historic Pigmented Structural Glass

13: The Repair and Thermal Upgrading of Historic Steel Windows

14: New Exterior Additions to Historic Buildings: Preservation Concerns

15: Preservation of Historic Concrete: Problems and General Approaches

16: The Use of Substitute Materials on Historic Building Exteriors

17: Architectural Character - Identifying the Visual Aspects of Historic Buildings as
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Appendix F

Preservation Briefs
an Aid to Preserving Their Character

18: Rehabilitating Interiors in Historic Buildings - Identifying Character -Defining
Elements

19: The Repair and Replacement of Historic Wooden Shingle Roofs

20: The Preservation of Historic Barns

21: Repairing Historic Flat Plaster - Walls and Ceilings

22: The Preservation and Repair of Historic Stucco

23: Preserving Historic Ornamental Plaster

24; Heating, Ventilating, and Cooling Historic Buildings: Problems and
Recommended Approaches

25: The Preservation of Historic Signs

26: The Preservation and Repair of Historic Log Buildings

27: The Maintenance and Repair of Architectural Cast Iron

28: Painting Historic Interiors

29: The Repair, Replacement, and Maintenance of Historic Slate Roofs

30: The Preservation and Repair of Historic Clay Tile Roofs

31: Mothballing Historic Buildings

32: Making Historic Properties Accessible

33: The Preservation and Repair of Historic Stained and Leaded Glass

34: Applied Decoration for Historic Interiors: Preserving Historic Composition Ornament
35: Understanding Old Buildings: The Process of Architectural Investigation

36: Protecting Cultural Landscapes: Planning, Treatment and Management of Historic
Landscapes

37: Appropriate Methods of Reducing Lead -Paint Hazards in Historic Housing
38: Removing Graffiti from Historic Masonry
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Appendix F

Preservation Briefs

39: Holding the Line: Controlling Unwanted Moisture in Historic Buildings

40: Preserving Historic Ceramic Tile Floors

41: The Seismic Retrofit of Historic Buildings: Keeping Preservation in the Forefront

42: The Maintenance, Repair and Replacement of Historic Cast Stone

43: The Preparation and Use of Historic Structure Reports

44: The Use of Awnings on Historic Buildings: Repair, Replacement and New Design

45; Preserving Historic Wood Porches

46: The Preservation and Reuse of Historic Gas Stations

47: Maintaining the Exterior of Small and Medium Size Historic Buildings
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